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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals with Ste Thomas Aquinas inter

pretation of religious language o Particular attention is

given to his theory of analogy and its employment in

religious language. The first of our four chapters examines

Thomas' treatment of univocity and equivocitYa Its importance

is twofold. First, it introduces the reader to some of the

major considerations that lead Aquinas to eventually appeal

to analogy in order to explain the meaning of the divine

predicates. Secondly, it brings to light certain key meta

physical elements that underpin his analysis of univocity

and equivocity, elements which will re-emerge in his

application of analogy to religious language. The second

chapter examines Thomas' theory of analogy and its employment
--- --- ---

--In-l;lie-pre-a-ic-al;1.on-of- n-ames- to God. The third chapter focuses

upon a crucial distinction that Aquinas makes between a term's

~odu~ significand! (mode of signification) and its ~

~ignifica~ (the thing signified)o There we provide an

account of this distinction and show how it relates to

Thomas' interpretation of religious utterances. In the

fourth chapter we move towards a critical assessernent of'

Aquinas' handling of religious language i Therein we

consider two basic problems that afflict his treatment

of the divine predicates. The first involves the agnostic

iii
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character of Thomas' analysis of these predicates. The second

is tied up with the problem of the rati£ communiq of analogous

terms. We conclude the thesis with a number of summary

observations on the difficulties that are found in Aquinas'

interpretation of religious language o

lV
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INTRODUCTION

Philosophy of religion has, in r~cent times, displayed

a marked preoccupation with religious language. This con-

cern has been expressed in a number of inquiries which have
I

sought to determine the nature and status of such language.

It is fair to say that the contemporary interest in

religious language derived it's initial impetus from the con

demnation of metaphysical and theological statements in A.J.
·2

Ayer's Language, Truth and Logic •. On the basis of what Ayer
3

calls the "criterion of verifiability" theological statements

are rejected as meaningless. This rejection finds expression

in Ayer's claim that "all utterances about the nature of God
4

are non-sensical".

One of the major results of Ayer's critique of re-

ligious language was that it stimulated a nu~ber of philo

sophers and theologians to concentrate on the nature and

structure of religious discourse. Attention was now focused

on the problem of discovering some way in which the meaning of

religious utterances could be understood and defended against

Ayer's attack. The upsurge of interest in this subject re

sulted in a radical shift in the way in which religion was
5

approached by philosophy. Traditionally, philosophers of

religion had been primarily interested in the truth of the

statements advanced by the theist. Symptomatic of this type of

(1 )
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2.

approach is the preoccupation with the various traditional

arguments for the existence of God. In this case, the

philosophical concerns involved considerations about the

validity of the argumentative structure, and the truth

of the constitutive premises. By contrast to this, in

contemporary philosophical treatments of religion the

emphasis has, in part, shifted from questions about the

truth of religious utterances to questions about the

meaning of such utterances.

The seriousness with which the problem of the

meaning of religious language has been viewed in recent

years is amply reflected in the volume of literature that
6

has appeared on the subject. Clearly, the literature

reflects a variety of differing views on the nature of

religious discourse. Amidst such diversity there still

remains an element of commonality, for all of these

ac~ounts are tryi!lg ~_~__c_om~~~grips_ w_~t~u_th~ gue~tion!

"rImv are religious utterances to be understood?"

The current fascination with religious language

has its analogue in the thought of the scholastic philosophers.

In this context, the most notable figure is St. Thomas

Aquinas. Thomas' concern with the meaning of religious

discourse can be seen to have its basis in his tbeological
7

interests. Aquinas was 'tfirst, last, and ahJays a theologian",

and in his capacity as a teacher of Holy 3cripture (magister

in sacra pagina) his interests centred upon clarifying and

[



explaining the truths of the Scripture. In view of this,

Thomas' concern with religious language is quite understand

able, for the job of clarifying recalcitrant Biblical passages

would require that he first of all settle the question of

the meaning of the Divine predicates:

St. Thomas was, by profession, a theologian. His
primary concern in his works is to explain and
rationally justify the Word of God. To accomplish
this task he must constantly remember to clarify
both for himself and for his readers the meaning
and value of I't:;.igious language.

I 8

As a theologian, Aquinas was also called upon to

de~end the Scripture against attack and misinterpretation.

In his view an instance of the latter lay in the

recommendation that the meaning of the divine names be

intrepreted either univo~ally or equivocally. Both forms

of usage were unacceptable to Aquinas because they lead
9

to disasterous theological consequences.
- ----

-F6rlnstaiice-,--~6nsiderwhat happens when a

univocal reading is adopted for the follovling sentences:

(1) Man is good. (2) God is good. Here the common term

(ie., t1 good lt
) is understood to function univocally in

both (1) and (2). If we rely upon Thomas' ac'collnt of

univocity, this entails that the term ttgood lt has exactly
10

the same meaning in both instances of use.

When understood along univocal lines, the meaning of

/:

religious dis20urse is rendered clear and intelligible. Any

difficulty which one may have had in discerning the meaning



4.

of the divine predicates would now seem to be eliminated.

However, a closer look at the situation reveals that all

is not ltJelL

Let us reconsider our preceding example. The

admission that Hgood lt has exa·;tly the same meaning in both

(1) and (2) implies that the goodness of God is no different·

than the goodness of man. Slearly, this conclusion is anathema

to Aquinas because it entails anthropomorphism. In this case,

Aquinas' rejection of univo~ity is.part and parcel of his

conception of .Jod. For 'rhomas, :}od is transcendent or "other lt
,

11
being essentially different from man. Accordingly, any

account of religious lanzuage that would be at odds with this

view must be rejected.

Here thethat t1 good tI

1
equivocation

The second ac~ount of religious langua~e would claim
12

and "good It function equivocally.
2

is total as the meanings of "good tl and "good It

13 ~ 1 2
are mutually exclusive.

The major drai!Jback with equivocation is that it

evacuates meaning from the divine predicates. ?or if "good II

2
is:;ompletely different in meaning from It good ", then it would

1
seem that we are unable to know anything about the meaning

of "good tI. 'rhis consequence emerges because our touchstone
2

for intelligibility, which is our unders~anding of human

goodness, has been said to have no~hing in co~mon With ~he

notion of divine goodness. Since lod's goodness, on the

equivocal ac~ount, is comp18~ely different than what we



unders~and by human goodness, the la~~er cannot help to

elucidate the former. On this reading, any link between

It good ft and "good It, 11hi·~h '~]ould preserve the intelligibility
2 1

of the for~er, has been severed. ~he upshot of this is

agnosticism, as we are unable to specify any meaning for

the term when it is predicated of }od.

There is an additional diffi~ulty with equivocation,

one that threatens the theological enterprise itself. Aquinas

viewed theology (sacra doctrina) as a science that relied

upon rational argumentation. The adoption of an equivocal

account of the divine names would seriously undermine this

conception of theology, for any argument that employed ~uch

1,
names would be subject to the fallacy of equivocation.

In view of the inappropriateness of both univocity

and equivocity, and the need to provide some a~count of the

meaning of the divine predicates, Aquinas t problem amounted to

equivocity, how could. one explain religious language in a

way that would allow it to be meaningful and informative?

Thomas Aquinas offers a solu~ion to the preceding

problem by way of a parti~u~ar intrepretation of reli~ious

lansuage. The purpose of this study is to examine his

interpretation. In view of the importance that analogy

assumes in this matter, we shall consider in detail his

theory of analogy and his application of it ~o the divine
15

predi~ates. While pri~arily inte~ested in analogy and the
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theologi8al use Aquinas puts it to, we shall also examine a

number of o~her elements that are at work in his analysis of

religious language.

Aquinas' treatment of the divine names merits

examination for a number of reasons. !irstly, his position

constitutes an ingenious attempt to come to grips with a

problem that continues to trouble both theologians and

philosophers. Secondly, one find~ that a number of recent

studies on religous discourse have recommended an analogical
16

reading of the divine names. In view of this, Aquinas'

position assumes major significance, as he was the first

philosopher to systematically consider the employment of

analogy in religious lan0uage. His influence is still being

felt in this area. Even a cursory reading of the relevant

literature bears this out, as most discussions of analogy

and religious utterances take their cue from Aquinas.

[



I

UNIVO~ITY AND EQUIVOCITY

We shall com~ence our study of Aquinas with a

discussion of his views on univocal and equivocal predi~ation.

The re-examination of univocity and equivocity is undertaken

for a number of reasons. Firstly, it provides us with some

insight into the considerations that lead Thomas to

eventually appeal to the theory of analogy. Secondly, and

most important, a study of Aquinas' position on univo~ity

and equivocity introduces the reader to certain funda~ental

metaphysical principles that undergird his treatment of

religious langua;e. As we shall see, the influence exerted by

these principles is substantial both in ~homas' analysis of

univocity and equivocity and his subsequent application of

analogy to religious discourse.

In searching for some way to explain the meaning

of religious utterances, Aquinas initially considers two

possibilities. (1) Terms that are employed in statements

about God function univocally with respect to their use in

ordinary discourse. (2) Terms used in statements about God

function completely equivocally with respect ~o their use

in ordinary lan~uage.

Univocal predication is eventually reje~ted by
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Thomas as being inappropriate for explaining ~he meaning of

religious language. In the present context, however, we are

interested in discovering the reasons behind his condemnation

of this form of pr9dication. We can be~in to do this by

considering a passage from the Summa ~heol02ica where Aquinas

replies to the question of whether names are predicated of

God univocally.

It is impossible to predi~ate anything univocally
of God and creatures. Every effect that falls
short of what is typical -of the power of its
cause represents it inadequately, for it is not
the same kind of thing as the cause.

17

Stated baldly, without any accompanying explication,

Aquinas' response strikes one as exceedingly obscur~. As t~is

argument a~ainst univocity depends upon a number of points

that have yet to be made explicit, it should come as no

surprise that Thomas' reply seems obscure. Accordingly, if

we hope to make sense of what Aquinas is saying here it is

implicitly relies upon, for they are vital to the case he
18

is tryin~ to make. Stated briefly, they are as follows:

(a) There is no effect that does not bear some sort of

likeness or resemblance to its cause. (b) The likeness

obtaining in a causal relationship is to be understood

in terms of a distinction between univocal and equivocal
19

causes. (c) '/,Jith respect to '}od and creatures (most

notably man), there is a causal relationship that adheres

to the principle stated in (a).



9.

In turning to the first of these three points, we

find a principle that Thomas thou~ht appli~able to all

causal relationships. This principle holds that there is no

effect which does no~ bear some degree of likeness to its
20

cause. IrNolved in such a notion of causality is the vie~

that the qualities of an effect are received from its cause.

Because of th~s, the effect ~an be said to have someth~ng ~in
21

common lt with the cause. A. Kenny-, in his work, The 9'ive l/Jays,

observes that heating and vlettin::; are often taken as paradigms

for this type of causal phenomenon. For exampllie, if A, in +he

role of causal agent, heats B, then B is thought to receive
22

the quality (or form) of heat from A. This example is an

instance of the more general view that

•• • if ¢ takes the place o~ any such verb
~g., "hea ting lt

, ltwet t ing;!, when A $6s B,
A produces ¢ness in B, B receives ¢ness
from A, and A changes B.

23

m ~ne-rrKenessTn- tnT~rca-se -f8,- Tor Aqulnas-, ~o De -

understood in terms of the It¢'ness lt that B receives from A.

In its re~eption of the It¢ness lt B becomes like A. Admittedly,

this causal principle is rather obscure, yet Mondin, in his

study of analogy provides us wi~h a seneral account of this

principle that helps to mitigate the difficulty:

••• Aquinas believes that it is of the essence of
efficient causality to be exemplary (ie.,it is of
the essence of efficient causes to produce effects
like themselves) and, consequently, it is of the
essence of an e~fect to resemble its cause ••••Sauses
are like artists. The artist tries to renroduce in

[



10.

his work his preconceived model. A cause tends to
produce in its effect the degree of likeness with
itself that corresponds to the degree of the effect's
immanence in the cause.

21.r

In describing this causal principle, AqUinas

recognizes that it is important to specify the kinds o~

similitude existing' between an effec~ and a cause o He

attempts to do this by makinK a distinction between

univocal and equivocal causes'. In ~ Potenti.§. Aquinas

presents this description of univocal and equivocal causa:t-

ity:

The form of the effect is in the natural agent
in as much as the agent produces, an effect or ,
like nature'5,since every agent produces its like.
Now this happens in two ways. When the erfect bears
a perfect '-likeness to the agentb as proportionate'
to the agent!s power, then the ~urm of the erfect
is in the agent in the same Qegres; thus it is in
univocal agents, for instance f11:e generates fi1"'9.•
When, howe~~, the effect is not perfectly likened
to the agent, as being inproportionata to the agent's
power t then the form of the effect is not i~ the same
degree i~ the agent but in a higher dgres! this is the

-case-Jrri equ3IvocaIag~en"Gs,-ror-instance-tn~ --sun.-gener- - ...
ates f1rs o

25
Univocal causes produce effects that are or the

same species as their caUS8 0 In such a form of causalitYt the

ltperfact"likeness~ that Thomas talks of consists in the effect
26

being of the same species as its cause. Animal generation

provides an examp~e of this type of causality. For instance,

a pig would be considered a univocal cause because both it and

its offspring belong to the same species.

[
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The preceding point is sometimes expressed in a

different way by saying that the ttperfect likeness" consists

in a commonality of form obtaining between the cause and its

effect. In Ullivocal causality, the cause and its effect "share
27

a; common form of the same type to the same degree."

Equivocal causes differ from those that are univocal

because the likeness between the ef~ect and its causa does not
28.

involve a sameness of species. Later we shall have more to

say about this form of causality. We now proceed to consider

another important point that is presupposed in Thomas' argu

ment against univocal predicationo

For Kquinas, the primary instance of the principle

that claims a likeness of effect to cause is found in the

relation that obtains between God and creatures. This relat

ion (or proportion) is clearly causal in nature, for God is
29

viewed as the cause of finite beings, which as His effects,
-- - _n -- -- -- _uu--30-

depend upon Him for their very existenceo They also rely

upon God'S causal activity for the perfections that they
31

possess. While this relationship is unique it still

remains causal in character, and for this reason it exempli

fies the causal principle we have been discussing. This

point is important for it implies that man, as a created·
32

finite being, must bear some sort of resemblance to God.

As God is the cause of finite beings and the source from·

which there issues all cr'e:ltt11'elv nerfections .. human bein!!s
- - - -- - - - •• ,., "" - -- - - - -. n_ - "I - - _

and their perfections have a resemblence to the diVine cause Q

[



12.

When the relationship betweem man and God is seen

in this way, two important questions arise: (1) In terms of

Aquinas' division of causality, what type does God exercise

in relation to creation? (2) What is meant by the term "like

ness" when used to characterize this relationship?

In response to the first question, Thomas would say
- 33

that God's causality is to be viewed as equivocal. It should

come as no surprise that Aquinas· opts for this type of causal

ity in describing the relation of God to finite beings. Given

the univocal/equivocal division of causality presented by Aquinas,

the onlY,other alternative would be univocal causality and

this would entail placing man and God in the same speeies.

The consequence of this would b~ anthropomorphism, a position

Aquinas constantly sought to avoid in his natural theology.

Thomas would begin to anSvler the second question

by saying that the likeness in this relation is not specific.
- - - ----- ------ --

--- ----Nor-aoes~h-e -·similftude--consist in a sameness of genus, for

Aquinas claims that God is not in a genus with anyothe~

34
created beingo With the rejection of specific and generic

likeness, there remains analogical likeness, and it is this

that Aquinas sees as applying to the God/creature relation-
35

ship.

St. Thomas is,_ to put it mildly, not very specific

in his descriptions of this likeness or similarity. Through-

out the corpus of his works there occur nl~erous references

to the God/creature relation, yet in each case little is said



about the nature of the likeness that obtains. On this count

Thomas displays a marked reticence •.At times he will explain

such likeness in a negative fashion, saying that it does not

consist in a sameness of species. Positive accounts are usua-

lly couched in the language of imperfection and deficiencyo

The following are representative of this form of approach:

The diverse perfections of creatures••• imperfectlY
represent the divine perfection. For from the fact that
some creature is wise, it to some extent approached like
ness to God.

36

••• it is manifest that in man there is a likeness
to God, copied from ~od as from an example; yet this
likeness is not one of equality; for such an exemplar
infinitely exceeds its copy. Therefore, there is in
man a likeness to God; not, indeed, a perfect likeness,
but imperfect.

37

As Dionysius says, when the scriptures state that
nothing is like to God, they are not denying all like
ness to Him. For the same ttings are like and unlike
God; like insofar as they imitate as best they can him
when it is not possible to imitate perfectly; unlike
insofar as they fall short of their cause.-- - -- -- .-- -- -- --- ------ ---- -- - -- -- 38

Admittedly, the notions of II ir'lperfection lt
, "deficiency"

and "falling short" do not take us very far in our attempt to

clarify--the likeness that Aquinas is talking of in connection

with the 30d/cre~ture relationship. Perhaps it is possible to

alleviate this difficulty by considering Chapter 29 of the

Summa Contra Gentiles, for in this chapter, St. Thomas expressly

deals with the likeness of creatures to God. Therein he states

that;

L



14.

Effects that fall short of their causes do ~ot agree
with them in name and nature. Yet, Some likeness must
be found between them, since it belongs to the nature
of action that an agent produce its like, since each
thing acts according as it is in act. The form of an
effect, therefore, is certainly found in some measure
in a transcending cause, but a:~nording to a not.her mode
and another way. For this reason the cause is called an
equivocal cause. Thus, the sun causes heat amon~ ~hese

sublunary bodies by acting ac~ording as it is i~ act.
Hen~e the heat generated by the sun mus~ bear some like~

ness to the active power of the sun, thr~ugh which heat
is caused in this sublunary world; and be~ause of this
heat the sun is said to be hot, even th~ugh not in one
and the same way. And so the sun is said to be somewhat
like those things in which itprodu~es its effects as an
efficient cause. Yet the sun is also unlike all these
things in so far as such effects 10 not possess heat and
the like in the same way as they are found in the sun.
So too, God gave things all their perfections and there
by is both like and unlike t~em.

39

From the standpoint of explaining the di~fere~

between God and creatures, the preceding paragraph provides

some assistance. In attempting to shed some light on the

likeness and difference that characterizes the God/creature

ationship between the sun an~ the sublunary boiies. Both of

these things are said to be hot. In scholastic terms this

means that they possess the perfectio~ (or form) of heat.

Aquinas observes that w~ile possessed by both, the form of heat

is found in each in different ways. The sublunary bodies are

hot (i.e., possess the perfection of heat) by virtue of their

relation to the sun which is the cause of such heat. As effects,

these bodies are described as tli.Tperfect lt or "deficient"

because they depend UPOL the causal activity of something else
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(i.e., the sun) for the perfection they exhibit. In addition,

St. Thomas would say that the perfection in question possesses

a derivative existence. Here there emerges the element of

difference, for unlike the sublunary bodies, the sun does not

exhibit such a dependency, as it is het by reason of its very

nature. To the extent that the sun lacks this dependency,

Aquinas will say that it possesses heat in a more perfect way

than the sublunary bodies. Similarly, in the case of }od and

creatures, the perfections of the latter are deemed imperfect

because they are dependent for their existence UpOD the causal

agency of God. God's eminence with respect to His perfection

is founded upon the ~ack of such a dependency.

So far we have considered Thomas' cow~ents with an

eye to their usefulness in explaining the way in which finite

beings (most notably men) differ fro~ their divine cause.

On this count, the preceding passage from the Su~man Contra

Gent iles is of s~rn~_ h~lp--, ror it introdu~es the rot_i_on_o}'_

derived existen~e which provides a basis for understanding the

difference that Aquinas is talking of.

In considering Thomas' comments from the standpoint

of their utility in explicating the likeness between creatures

and }od we find little assistance being provided. In the earlier

passage from the 3umma Contra Gentiles , Aquinas, in address

ing himself to the question of likeness, only tells us that

as effects, finite beinss resemble ~od. In repeating this point,

Thomas does 110t provide any additional elaboratic,n.The ups~:ot
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of this is that \;]e are still left in the dark about tvha t

Aqu~nas means when he says that finite bein~s bear a resemblance

to God. At this point in our study we shall simply acknowledge

Thomas' lack of specificity regarding t~is matter. Later we

shall take up the question of likeness again, for it is vital

to an understanding of Thomas' use of analogy in religious

language.

We began this chapter with a discussion of Aquinas'

rejection of univocity. Our intent ~as to discern the reasons

for this positicn. Ne soon realized that such an objective could

only be attained if we considered certain key points that the

argument against univocity presupposes. As we have now examin-

ed these points we can proceed to incorporate them into a final

account of Aquinas' thinking on univocal predication.

Aquinas' treatment of univocal predication proceeds

with:n the framework of the causal relationshiu between Jod
40 .

_~n9_Cre13.tl-lre~~__ '!'~i~ r~].at:tQJ1 u€211ta_iLs_ that_ ~reatur_E:la--, as_ thSl

effects of 10d's causal agency, bear a likeness to God. Within

such a relationship, univocal predication would be possible only

if the following condition was met. Both subjects of predi

cation (i.e., ~od and man) would have to possess some properties

that were the same. This follows from our earlier definition

of univocity which requires that there be a sameness of proper

ties with respect to what is signified by the univocal term

in both its instanees of use. Considered in the causal context

that Aquinas is working in, this demand for sameress of proper-

T-

L
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ties could only be met if the causal i ty be ing exe rc ised l,vere

univocal. This type of causality readily accornodates univocal

predication because it requires th3~ the form of t~e e£'fect

be specifically the same as the form of the cause.

Aquinas' main point, w~ich he repeatedly makes in
41 42 43

De Potentia, Summa ~heologica, Summa 00ntra Gentiles
- =rt4

and De Ver~ta~e, is that the causal relation between }od and

creatures does not admit of the preceding condition. For Thomas,

this relation between the infinite and the finite is not to be

taken as an instance of univocal causality. In other words,

the likeness (or similitude) of 2reatures to God does not con-

sist in a sameness of form. Rather, as Thomas repeatedly says,

the likeness is imperfect or deficient. God does not produce

effects that are similar in a way to make univocal predication

possible. An effect which recieves a form specifically the

same as that of its causal agent can have ascribed to it
45

q~1~·,,'~o_c~p.y th~ _n§.}IlElCl:r i~i.rlg JrQm_th_~tJ·_o.rl'l1~ ;,vElhav~_saenthat

in the causal relation between God and Creatures, the effects

do not recieve a form specifically the same as that of the

causal agent. From this Thomas will conclude t~at univocal
46

predication is not possible with respect to Jod and man.

It is accurate to say that the basis for St. Thomas'

arguement against univocity is located in his conception of

the Jod/creature relationship. Throughout his works we find him

repeatedly appealing to this re1ations~ip to expose ~he srort-

comings of univocal predication. While the que~tion of whether

L
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terms are to be applied to God and man univocally is one about a

particular use of language, it should be evident by nOYl that St.

Thomas' anSW2r relies upon factors that are more metaphysical than
47

linguistic. In turning to Aquinas' treatment of equivocity and

analogy (as applied to religious discourse) we shall find that there

is 'a similar type of approach repeatedly emerging. This form of

approach is characterized by the following features. Initially we

find Thomas considering the applicability of certain terms taken from

ordinary language. In the subsequent treatment of this matter we

find him drawing increasingly upon elements that can be best character
48

ized as metaphysical. Upon these he builds his case. t1hen viewed

this way, we discover that the linguistic considerations entertained

by Aquinas are dependent upon an underlying metaphysic: that of the

God/creature relationship. In the following pages we shall attempt

to show the important role this relationsh}p plays in Aquinas'

handling of questions concerning the relevance of certain ordinary

Aquinas' approach to equivocal predication proceeds
49

in two ways. The first can be described as a metaphysical one

in chara~ter because it depends upon the recognition that as the

effects of God, creatures bear a likeness to their divine cause.

The second type of approach is epistemolo~ical in nature, centering

upon the qnestion of w1:'at vIe can knmv of the mear,ing of terms when

they are predicated equivocally of :}od.

The textual evidence for the metaphysical approach

is found in the following passa~e fro~ the Sum~a Contra 1entiles:
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• • •when there is pure equivocation, there is ~o like
ness in thin~s themselves; there is only the unity of a
name. But, as is c1e~r from what we ha~e said, there is
a cer~ain ffiode o~ likeness of things to Jod. It remains
then, that the names are not said of lad in a purely
equ:tvocal way.

50

The point that Aquinas is making can be briefly

outlined. In a case of complete equivoci~y, the only thing that

the subjects of pr9dication have in common is the equivocal

name ascribed to them. There is no likeness or simili~ude on the

part of what the equivocal name signi£ies in both its
51

instances of use. For Aquinas, tr-is is at odds with the

nature of the Jod/creature relationship, for here we do have

a real likeness between God and finite beings. In this

relationship there is an element of likeness, one which goes
52

beyond a mere sameness of narr.e. The acceptance of equivocal

predication directly implies a denial of this, and for this

reason it is not acceptable to Aquinas. Here again we see that

basis in his conception of the ~od/ereature relationship.

Textual evidence for ~he epistemolo~ica1 approach

to equivocal pr'?dic3tion is ~ound. in this passa~e from the Summa

Contra '}entiles:

It is also a fa~t that a name is predicated. of
some being uselessly unless through that name
we understand something of the being. But, if
names are said of God and ~reatures in a purely
equivocal way, we understand. nothing of lad
throuGh those names; for the meanings of those
names are known to us solely to the extent that
they are saad of creatures. In vain, therefore,
would it be said or Droved of iod that He is
being, good, or the like.

53
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Leaving aside the comments on proof, Aquinas'

complaint \vith equivocal predication comes dOVIn to .Lhis.

Complete equivocity results in a discontinuity of meanin~

between a t2r~'s use in a theistic se~ting and its use in

an ordinary contexte Our touchstone for unders~anding the

meaning of terms is their employment in the finite

dimension. If these terms are then transported from this

more familiar context to ths realm-of the infinite with

the ensuin~ claim that their present me~ning bears no

similarity to their non-theistic ~eaning, then the result

would be the evacuation of all meaning from religious

language. ':!'he consequence of this is clearly agnosticism,

for the introdu~tion of complete equivocity effects an

irreparable fracture between the meaning of terms as used in

religious discourse and their ordinary meaning.

This chap~er has focused~ upon Aquinas' examination of

- uhiv6cTty-a.ncr-ec[uiv-ocltyvfs ~ ,lis their applicability to reli

gious discourse. According to Thomas, either form of predication

reveals itself to be inadequate. Univocity is inadequate because

it is at odds with Aquinas' con:~eption of the Jod/creatlJre

relationship. Equivocity is inadequate because it also is at

odds with this relationship. ?urthermore, eqL'ivocity entails the

unacceptable consequence of agnosticism.
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THE ?EEOgy O~ APALOGY

In view of the failure of both univocity and complete

equivocity to do justice to our discourse about Jod, Aquinas

suggests that analogical predication be employed to rectify

these shortcomings.

From what we have saij, therefore, it remains that
the names said of God and creatures are predicated
neither univocally nor equivocally but analo~i~ally,

that is, according to an order or reference to
something one.

54

Before we proceed to exarr.ine Thomas'use of analogy in

religious language, we should pause and ~onsider wha~ has been

called his "theory" of analogy. Talk of atttheorytt in this case

is inappropriate as it is difficult to extract from Aquinas'
- --

-voluffilrio-us w-r-itings sometbIng that -~ould be termed a tttheory"

or "doctrine!! of analogy. Thomas never vlrote a forr!lal treatise

on the subject of analogy intended as a definitive statement

of his position. He find instead, that his comments on analogy

are sca~tered throushout his works, and oncur in connec~ion

55
with a variety of subjects in different ~ontexts. In

addition, ?homas does not ajhere to a fixed classification

of analo~y; for, we find in moving from his earlier works to

his later ones, a ~onsiderable degree of modification occurring
r/
]0

in his division of analog~ In view of the preceding, it

( 21)
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becomes a formidable task for one to try to distil from the

many re ~erences wh icb 'I'homas rna ke s to ana logy, a "doe tr ine"

or "theoryll of analo§;y that aut"':oritively expresses his

thinking on the subject.

In spite of the preceding interpretive difficulties,

we still think it possible to secure an adequate understanding

of the main features of ~homas' teaching on analogy. This

can be effected by a detailed examination of the relevant sections

in the Summa ~heologica, Summa Contra Gentiles, and De Veritate.

Additional.assistance is also provided by Cajetan in his work,

The Analogy of Names. As one of the ~ost important commentators

on Aquinas' doctrine of analogy, Cajetan has been criticized

by a number of scholars who question whether his classification
57

of analogy is an accurate account of Aquinas' position.

While we are aware of these criticisms-we shall,nevertheless,
58

employ Cajetan's classification for these reasons. ?irstly,
- -- - -

- hTs crass iflcation ancr a~count of a.narogy prov ide s one vJ i th a

way of imposing some order on Aquinas' handling of analogical

usage. Secondly, Cajetan's treatment provides one with a way

in which to expand upon some of Thomas' more perfunctory

descriptions of analogy. ?inally, one should bear in mind

~hat Cajetan1s classification of Aquinas remains fairly

accurate in a ~umber of respects. ?or example, we shall find

that the kind of analo~y described by him as t.he analo~y of

attribution corresponds to what 'I'homas ~alls the analogy of
c::;o
.//

two to a th ird. In add it ion, the sec ond form 0:' ana 10sY
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that Cajetan considers is termed the analo~y of proper
60

proportionali ty, and this can be readily identified with Aquinas'
61

analosy of proportionality.

In the Su~ma ~h901osica Aquinas distinguishes between
62

"two kinds of analo~i''2al or 'proportional' uses of la.nguage.

For the moment we shall concentrate on the first type of analogy.

Here we find a term beins predicated ot two thin~s by virtue
63

of the relation that each of them has to some third thing.

For example, the term "healthy" is ascribed to both a diet

and a ,;omDlexion "because each of these has some relation to
~ 64

health in man". In this case, the diet is related to the

health of man as a cause· and the complexion is related as a
65

sign or symptom.

The correspondance between Thomas' analogy of two to

a third and what Cajetan was to later call the analogy of

attribution becomes evident when we ~onsider this selection

Those things are analosous by attribution which have
a common name, and the notion signified by this name
is the sa~e with respect to the term but different as
regards the relationships to this term. ?or exa~ple,

the name healthY is 2ommon to medicine, urine, and
animal, but the notion of all insofar as healthy
expresses different rela~ionships to one term,
nacely, health. For if anyone describes what an
animal is insofar as it is healthy, he will say
that it is the subject of health, and that urine
insofar as it is healthy is a sign of health,
whereas medicine insofar as it is healthy will
be mentioned as a cause of health. In this exaT.ple
it is perfectly clear that the no~ion of health-is
not entirely different, but to a certain extent ~he

same and to a certain extent different. For there is
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a diversity of relatiocships, but the term of those
relationships is one and the,same.

- 66

Following St. Tho:-las, '::ajetan employs the familiar

tthealthytl example to illustrate the stru:;ture of the analogy

of attribution. Eere the term "healthyt! is predi:::ated of

different things sU2h as medi~ine, urine and animal. All of

these things receive the ';orr;mon name (ie., Iths3lthylt) only by

virtue of their relations' to one other thing - the health of

the anirr.al. Here we have the case of one word being used of a

number of things because of the or:::1er or relation that each of

them has to so~ething else. ~hus, urine is designated ~s healthy

because it is a sign of health, and therefore stands in a

certain relationship to the health of the anireal. Similarily,

medicine is called healthy because it is the cause of health,

and thus stands related to the health of the animal in a

specific way. Finally, the anireal is said to be healthy in as

far as it possesses the property of health. In Cajetan's

things that are called healthy. This unity consists in medicine,

urine and the animal having a comreon reference to one thing

(ie., the health of the anixal). ~his com~on re~erence, in

turn, comprises the basis for these things receiving the

COCl20n name.

Cajetan, unlike Aquinas, prOVides a systEr:atic

treatment of this kind of analo~y which entails citing certain

conditions that pertain to it. ~he ~ost impor~ant of Lhesa

states that
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This analogy is according to ex~rinsic denomination
only, so that only the pri~ary analo~a+e reslizes
the perfection formally, wherea~ the others have it
only by extrinsic denomination.

67

The point that Cajetan is making with this first

condition can be brought ou"!'; by reconsidering the "healthy"

example. Here the animal is said to be healthy because it alone

possesses the property of health as something intrinsic to it.

Accordingly, the analogate in question (ie., the animal) is

denomins. ted intr i rsicEl.lly, meaning tha tit has the common

name predicated of it be~ause the property signified by the

name is possessed by the analogate itself. In addition, the

animal is regarded as the primary analogate for it alone

possesses the property signified by the analogous name.

The other analo:;;ates, slrh as medL:~ine and urine, are

denominated as healthy not because t'hey themselves possess

the property of health, but because they are related in
- - --

-d1.fTering w-ays f6 -Ehe ar:aloga te -to l,v"h ich- th'? property of

health is intrinsic. ?or this reason, medi~ine and urine are

said to be denominated extrinsically, and are termed secondary

analogates as they do not possess the property of health as

something inhering in ~hem.

On the basis of this distinction between intrinsic

and extrinsic denomination we can see that one of ~he ~ajor

features of the analogy of attribution is that only one of ~he

analogates formally possesses the property signified by ~he

analo~oLls name.
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The second ~ondition cited by Cajetan for the analogy

of attribution holds that

the one thing which is the terrr of the diverse
relationships in analo~ous names of t.his type
in ~ not merely in concept but numerically.

68

To illustrate what is meant by this ~ondition Cajetan

returns to the tlhealthyll example:

••• health is not multiplied numerically in animal,
urine and diet, since there is not one health in
urine, another in anirEal, and a third in diet.

69

Cajetan's point is that when we talk of healthy urine,

a healthy diet, and a healthy animal, all of these things are so

named by referen2e to the health that inheres in the anireal, and

this is positively one in number. Thus, in an analogy of attri-

bution, that which all of the analogates rela~e to is only

found in one of the analogates.

The third ·~ondition of the analogy of attribution

states Uthat Hthe pfTrnary analoga.te- is put Tnt-o thedeTihtion
70

of the others with respect to the analogous name ll • fhis

point is brought out in more detail in the Summa ~heologica:

Whenever a word is used analogically of many things,
it is used of them because of some order or relation
they have to some central thing. In order to explain
an extended or analosinal use of a word it is necessary
to mention this central thing. Thus you cannot explain
what you mean by "healthy" diet without mentioning the
health of the man of which it is the cause; similarily
you must understand tlhealthy" as applied to a man before
you can understand what is meant by a "healtr.y" complexion
whi~h is the symptom of that ~ealth.

71
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In terms of Aquinas' tlhealthy" example, we find that

if one seeks to explain the meaning of "healthy" when predica.ted

of diet and complexion, it is necessary to first of all know

what is meant by this term when it is predicated of a man. Thus,

if we want to define the term lIhealthytl as applied to a diet

and a complexion, it is necess9ry that re~erence be rrade to the.

health of the man, for it is only by reference to t~is that diet

and complexion are denominated healthy in ~he first place. Terms

analogous by attribution are therefore interdefined because any

definition of such a term in it's primary sense must involve the
72

definition of the term in it's secondary sense.

In Cajetan's example of the analogy of attribution he

talks of the "notion of healthtl (i.e., the meaning of the term

Ithealthyft) as being !!not entirely the same nor entirely different lt

when it is predicated of medicine, urine, and the animal. This

observation is an important one as it expresses the basic

_se1}()lastic dictum "that a.nal.og()us t(3rms constitute a via rr.edia

between complete equivocity and univocity. For Aquinas, Cajetan

and John of St. Thomas, the meaning of analogous terms are neither

completely the same (i.e., univocal) nor completely different

(i.e, totally equivocal) in their various oc~urences. Rather,

they occupy a position midway between these exbremes~

It is clear that those things which are predicated in this
fashion (that is analogously) are halfway between uni
vocal and equivocal predicat.es.

73
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It is a general and commonly received view that analogy
is intermediary bebJeen pure equivocity and univocity,
inasmuch as the thing signified is neither absolutely
the same, as in univocals, cor absolutely diverse, as
in equivocals. • ••

74

Another point to note is that the meaning instances

of analogous terms are complex in nature such that both s:mi-

larity and difference ~an be specified with respect to th~m.

This element of complexity is present in terms analogous by the

analogy of attribution, for as Aquinas notes in his commentary

on Aristotle's Metaphysics:

With those things which are said in the way mentioned
ri. e., analogousl~, the same name is pred ica ted of
dlverse things according to a notion (ratio) partly the
same and partly diverse; diverse with respect to diverse
modes of relation, the same, however, with respect to
that to which the relation is made.

75

Aquinas' remarks on the analogy of attribution are

important because they constitute an attempt to show where the

e1~rnE3.Qt_s_of sj.mila~ity aDd giJference are to be :I.ocg.t~<3. tn_this

type of analogy. !his task can be made easier if we consider

the following statements: (a) Peter is healthy, (b) Medicine
76

is heal thy, (c) Ur ine is heal thy. Here the term "healthy"

is understood to be analogous by the analogy of attribution.

The first thing to note about statements (a) to (~) is that the

grammatical subjects differ, yet, at the same time there is a

common predicate term. Further, in vie"J of '::::ajetan' s first

condition of the analogy of attrib11 tion, it is~lear that only

the subject in (a) formally (i.e., intrinsically) possesses toe
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property si~nified by the analogous ~erm.

As mentioned earlier, analogous terms are complex in

meaning. This feature becomes apparent with the following

analysis of the analogous term "healthy" as it occurs in (b)

and (c):

"Healthy" in (b) = cause of + health

"Healthy" in (c) = sign of + health

With this in mind we are now in a position to account for the

similar i ty and differen:;e that characterizes the meaning of

"healthy" and "healthy tI. In considering both instances of the
b c

analogous term we find that the element of similarity is to be

equa ted \>J i th univoci ty. ltJith re spect to "healthy " and tlheal thy tI

b c
we find a common core of meaning, for in the above analysis, the

term Ithealth tl has partially the same meaning in both of itS

occurences. The element of univocity becomes apparent once we

realize that what medicine is the cause of and the urine the

sign of, is one an~ tne same thing, namely the-health of' the

living organism called Peter.

While there is a degree of univocity present in the
77

meaning of the analogons term, the univocity is not total for

there is also a degree of difreren~e present. And it is this

tha~ saves the analogous term from being completely univocal.

This element of di~feren~e ca~ be ac~ounted for in ~h8 following

way. The term Ilheal thy" as it ace ur s in (b) means "cause of

health", and in (c) "sign of health't • The relations in each case
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to the health of Peter differ, and as these comprise, in part,

the meaning of "healthy" in (b) and C:::), the analogous term

will not have the same meaning in both ins~ances of its use.

In this way complete univocity is avoided.

Now that we have examined the structure and features

of the analogy of attribution (or what Aquinas would call the

analogy of two to a third) we are in a Dosition to offer the
~ 78

following definition of this form of analogy.

Term ItX" is used by the analogy of attribution i.n

senten~es (a) and (b) if:

(1) Term IlX" occurs as a predica-se in two or more indicative
sentenc es of the form (i) ItR is XIl (ii) It S is Xu

(2) Term "Xli in (i) signifies a property X of R.

(")) T--m Itvll .- (:: \
\, ..) t::.l" W A .J..U \,.J.. J. )

is either a cause of
respect an effect or
X.

signifies a relation of S to R where S
Rls having property X or is in some
affected causally by Rls having property

(4) There is only one (numerically) instance of the property
X of ttx" in (i) an~ i_t bel()ngs to the sllbject R_.

(5) The -term "XU in sentence (ii) cannot be defined unless the
entire .definition of the term "Xli in senten:~e (i) is made
p3rt of its definition.

(6) Term "Xli in both of its instan(~es in (1) and (ii) is neither
completely univocal nor totally equivocal@

In the preceding section we sought to examine the

stru~ture of the analogy of attriblltion. 1,IJith this ac.::::omplished
79

we now ~ove on to consider the analogy of proper proportionality.

In the Analogy of Rames, Sajetan provides tris description of

proper proportionality:
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• • .we say that those things are called analogous by
proportionality which have a common name, and the notion
expressed by this name is proportionally the same. Or to
say the same in a different way, those things are called
analogous by proportionality which have a common name,
and the notion expressed by this name is similar ac~ording

to a proportion.
80

There are a number of things to note about this

description of the analogy of proportionality. ~irstly, the term

"pnoportion" should be understood to mean "relation". Originally,

the notion of proportion arose within. the context of mathematics

where it "Jas used to signify "a definite relation of one quan
81

tity to another ll
• Such usage is to be found in the case of

our saying that the proport ion of 2 to 4 is "two" (or It tv.] ice) •

With the Scholastics (notably Aquinas and Cajetan) the term

Itproportion" comes to be extended beyond the domain of methe-

matics so as to mean any relation of one th~ns to another:

Proportion in the proper sense is found in quantities and
means a definite measure of two quantities which are com
pared to one another. • •• Neverthele::>9 L th 13 n§l.me pro..
QQrtion bas ben wiaened to mean any relationship of one
thing to another.

82

Now that we have explicated the mean~ng of the term

"proportion" ,,,,e can 50 on to cons ider the term "proportionali tylt.

An initial rwve towards understanding this notion can be made

by examining what Aquinas says about it in De Verita~e:

Since an agreement according to proportion can hap~en in
two ways, two kinds of community can be no~ed in analogy.
There is a certain agreement between things having a pro
portion to each other from the fa~t that they have a det
erminate distance between each other or some o~her relation

propor~ion which the ~u~b8r two
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has to unity in as far as it is ~he double of unity.
Again, the agreement is occasionally noted not between
two things which have a proportion b tween them, but rather
between two related proportions -- for example, six has
something in common with four because six is two times
three, just as four is two times two. The first type of
agreement is one of proportion, the second of proportion
ality.

83

Aquinas' example of proport iona li ty is q" i te appropr iate

for the notion of proportionality arose within the context of

mathematics. An example of sIJch usage is ~he mathematical pro

portion of 2:4::4:8. Here we have an instan~e of proportionality,

as the relation of 2 to 4 is the same (i.e., identical) as the

relation of 4 to 8.

While Aquinas and 8ajetan draw upon the mathematical

model (i.e., A:B::8:D:) for their notion of proportionality,

both would readily admit that there is a major difference

between their notion and the model. We saw that the mathematical

model is characterized by an identit~ of relations. In contrast

to t0is,_ both_ .a.quiIlas aIld Cajetan wou11 ~l_aim that: the term

proportionality, when employed outside of the domain of mathe-
84

matics, signifies a similarit~ of relations. Thus, in it's

non-mathematical usage, proportionality becomes weakened 80 as

to mean only a similarity of relati~ns. This point is brou~ht

out by Cajetan in The Analogz of Names:

The name Rroportionalit~ is given to a similitude of two
proporti-ns; e.g. we say that eight is to four as six is
to three, because both are tWice as much in proportion,
etc. However philosophers have transferred the term Rro
portion (from the sphere of mathematics and use it) to
express any relationship of conformity, commensuration,
capacity, etc. As a reSult they have extended tte use of
the term proportionality to every similitude of relation
shi.p.

85
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l
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An exa~ple of such a proportionality is to be found in

our clai~ that both the calm in the sea and the stillness in the

air are "tranquil". Here 'Ile find a proportional similarity ob

taining between the calm in the sea and the stillness in the

air. By this we mean that the ~alm in the sea is related to the

sea in a way that is similar to the relation of the stillness ih

the air to the air. In this analogy of proper proportionality

there is a similitude of proportions, and because of this we are

jus tified in applying the analos;(ms term "tranquil" to both th ings.

While the subjects of predication are different, they are not

completely different, as both bear a proportional likeness to

each other v}~ich allo;,I}s them to receive a common name.

Another illustration of this type of analogy can be
86

found in Cajetan's ~he Analogy of ~ames • With this exa~ple we

find the term tt pr in:~ iple" be ing predicated of the heart (w i th

respect to the animal) and the foundation (with resp?ct to the

ho-u-se) e HeI's again we -1' Lnct a PI'0P0I' -l-,iGn~,l Li.keness as the relatiGB.8
87

of the h~art to the animal is similar to the relation of the

foundation to the house. By virtue of this similitude of re-

lations, the heart and the fOl'ndation haue the analogous term

ascribed to them.

With the preceding examples in Min~ we can now outline

some of the main features of the analogy of proportionality.

?irstly, this form of analosy applies to the situation in

whi~h two thin!s, A and B, receive a ~ommon name. Secondly,

A stan1s in a relation, R, to some proper+.y, thing or event,
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and B stands in a rela~ion, R , to some property, thing or
88 1

event. Thus, the analogy of proportionality displays a

four term structure with a relation obtaining between each

pair of terms. ~he third and most important feature of this

form of analogy is that the relations Rand R are similar
39 1

and not identical • This last feature should be seen as the

most crucial one as it provides the basis for the imposition

of the analo;ous name.

In comparing the analogy of propor~ionalitywith the

analogy of attribution. (or Thomas' analo~y of two to a third),

we find that there is an important difference. One of the

major characteristics of the latter is that different things

(eg., medicine, urine and diet) receive the analogous name by

virtue of the relation that each of them bears to some one

thing (eg., the health of the living or~anism). Wi~h the

former type of analogy the foundation for analo~ical

predlca tton- a.rrrer s, as the analogous name is applle-a

because of a proportional likeness obtaining between the

things so named.

Another point of difference emerges when we consider

an additional feature of the analogy of proportioDality ~hat

Caje~an outlines in ~he Analosy of Names. Cajetan observes

that in this type of analogy the analo'~ous name signifies, in

both its instan~es, a property that is intrinsically possessed
90

by ea~h of the analo~ates. In as far as the analogy of
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proportionality »predicates perfections that are inherent in
91

h 1 +- Iteac _ ana oga L.e,

of attribution for,

In the latter case, there is only one numerical
instance of the property sisnified by bo~h instances
of the analogous term, whereas in the former case
there must be one instance of the property for
each instance of the term as predicate of a
sentence with a different subJect.

92
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~he preceding feature is an important one, for it allows

us to distinguish between ~he anaolgy of proner proportionality
93

and the analogy of improper or metaphorieat proportionality.

An instan8e of the latter form of proportionality is found in

the predication of the term ltsmiling" of a blooming meadow or

a good fortune. In this case neither thing can actually smile,
01+
/

rather they are said to do so only by figure of speech.

Another example of this usage is to be found in the statement,

ttThe lion is the king of beasts. 1t rj1he lion is likened to a king
- - -

because its relation to savage animals is thought to be similar

to the relation that a king bears to his subjects. ~hus, the

basis for predi~ating the metaphorical name is a proportionality.

Because there is a proportional likeness between the lion (with

respect to savage animals) and the king (with respect to his

subjects) there is an analo~y of proportionality present. This

analogy is, however, il'lproper ber~ause the name "king", when

applied to the lion, does not signify a property (ie., kingship)

inhering in the nature of the lion. In this case and others, the

analogy is designated as improper be~ause the subject to which

r
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the metaphorical term is applied does not possess the property

signified by the term.

fow that we have examined the ~ain features of the

"analogy of proper proportionality, we can offer the following
95

definition of this form of analogy.

Term fiAtt is analogous by the analogy of proper

proportionality in sentences (a) and(b) if:

(1) Term HAlt, in both its instances in (a) and(b), is a dyadic

relational term of the form ItxRylt.

(2) As a dyadic relational term, I'. ~ It
.:-1. , in both its instances,

signifies:a relation A obtaining between x (x being a property,

action, event or thing) and T (where T is an individual t~ing),

and between y (y being a property, action, event or thing) and

R (where R is an individual thing).

(3) TAx and ~Ay are proportionally similar (ie., A in TAx is

similar and not ident,ical toA in RAy).

The preceding forms of analogy do not exhaust the
96

division of analogy found in Aquinas' later works. As noted

earlier, in the Surem3 Theolosica we find Thomas dealing ~ith

analogy in terms of a twofold division between (1) t,he analogy

of two to a third (analo,g,ia duorum ad tertium) and (2) the

analogy of one to the other (analo;;ia unius ad alternm):

We can distinguish two kinds of analo5ical or
'proportional' uses of langua~e. Firstly, there is
the case of one word being used of two things
be2ause each of them hns some or1er or relation to
a th ird th ing. 'T'l;us, ',-Ie use the ',vord Itheal thy" of
both a diet and a ~oKplexion because each of ~hese

has so~e relation to heal~h in a man, ~he former as
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a cause, the latter as a symptom of it. 3econdly,
there is the case of the same word used of two
things because of some relation that one has to the
other - as "healthy" is used of diet and the man
because the diet is ~he cause of the health in ~he ~an.

97

The first kind of analogical usage can, as we have

seen, be readily identi:ied with what Saje~an was to later call.

the analogy of attribution. The second form of analogy is named

the analogy of one to the other, and in it we find a common nace
. 98

being predicated of only two things. ~he basis for the

predication of the analogous name is the relation that one of

the things has to ~he other. In Aquinas' example, we find that

medicine is termed "healthy lt because of its causal rela+'.ion to

the property of health in man, vlho, in turn, is calledIthe8l thy"

because he possesses the property of health.

In Thomas' works we find references to the analogy of

one to another, the analogy of two to a third, and the analogy
99

of_propo!t~on?lity~ In v~ew of this, and ~ho~as' ~laim that

religious langua~e is to be interpreted analogically, one is

prompted to ask the follo1!Jing question: l:lhich of the preceding

types of analogy did Aquinas view as being most relevant to

religious discourse? This is a difficult question and li~tle

unanimity is to be found in the answers that various scholars

provide. ~he di~ision lines in this matter are,however, clearly

drawn between those who favour the analogy of (proper) propor
100

tionality and those who favour the analogy of one to the
101

f-

L

other. l/lh i 1e t h '? r e
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102
nevertheless agree that the a~alo~y of attribution does not

have a role ~o play in religious language.

Before we present our answer to the preceding question,

we shall consider the reasons for Aquinas' ~onje~nation of the

analogy of attribution. We ~an begin by ~onsiderin~ the

following statements: (1) Jod is good, (2) Man is ~ood. ~he term

"good" in (1) and (2) is said to be analogous by the analogy of

attribution. Followin; our earlier analysis of this form of

analogy, the term "good ~ is taken to mean "cause of goodness
1

(in man)lt. Thus, the analogous term in (1) signifies a rela+,ion

of God to man where the former is cause of the latter's having

the property signified by It good It. Bearing in mind ':::ajetan's
2

distinction betvJeen intrinsic and extrinsic denomination, we

find that God is to be viewed as a secondary analogate which

receives the common name not by virtue of its possessing the

property of goodness, but rather because it is related in a

certain way (ie., as a cause) to that analo~ate (ie., man)

whi~h intrinsically possesses the property of goodness. Aquinas

seems to be aware of this ~onsequence. lor example; in the

thirteenth question of the Surrma ~heolo~ica we find him

considering the position of Alan of Lil18 which offers a causal

interpretation of divine predi~ates. On the basis of such an

approach the sentence tlGod is good" \'1oDld mean "God is the
103

cause of goodness in things". Aquinas observes that 'tl i J:h this

type of interpretation

••• it would follow that everythin~ we said of 30d

-

l
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would be true only in a secondary sense, as when
vJe say that a diet is "h-"'althy", meaning merely th9.t
it causes health in the one who takes it, while it
is the living body whi~h is said to be healthy in a
primary sense.

104

Hhile Aquinas does not make explicit mention of the

analogy of attribution in this passage, we think that he does

have it in mind, There are a number of factors that point to

this. ?irstly, the example used by ~homas (ie., the predication

of "healthy lt) is usually employed to illustrat.e the analogy of

attribution. Secondly, Thomas'earlier analysis of the statement
105

uGod is good lt yields results that are the same as those

when the staLement is subject to the analogy of attributions

?inally, Aquinas' expression Utrue only in a secondary sense lt

clearly suggests the notions of the secondary analo;ate and

extrinsic denomination, both of which are traditio~ally

asso2iated with ~he analogy of attribution.

Aquinas' main complaint with the employment of the

analogy of attribution has its basis in his concepti0n of the

God/creature relationship. As we have seen, this relationship

entails that God is the source of the existence and perfections

of finite creatures. What is germane to our present interests is

the additional point that ]od possesses such perfections in a

more eminent fashion. The use of the analogy of attribution to

predicate names of 30d does not bring out this essential point.

In fact it obscures it, as with such usa~e the terms ascribed to

10d only signify his particular relation to man. Aquinas' point
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is that SDch terms means a sood deal ~ore than this -- they

also signify perfections that belong to the very natur~ of

God:

•••words of this sort [i.e, those used in a non
metaphorical sense] , do not only say how God is a
cause, they also say what he is. When we say he is
good or wise we do not simply mean that he causes wis
dom or goodness, but that he possesses these perfections
transcendently.

106

"God is good ll therefo.:'e does not mean the same as "30d
is the cause of goodness ll • '••• ,It means that \olhat \'le
call ttgoodness" in creatures pre-exists in God in a
higher ',..;ay.

107

There are additional grounds for not applying the

analogy of attribution to religious language. One of these, while

not mentioned by Aquinas, follows directly from our earlier

analysis of the analogy of attribution. Consider the over-worked

tthealthyll example: (1) Peter is healthy, (2) Urine is healt1:y,

(3) Medicine is healthy. Taking into account Cajetan's first
-

condition regarding extrinsic denomination, we know that only

the subject in (1) formally possesses what is signified by the

analogous name. F'urther examination reveals that "healthylt in

(2) means "sign of health", and "healthy" in (3) means "cause

of health ll
• Glearly, there is an element of univocity present,

for what urine is the sisn of, and medicine the cause of, is

one and the same thin~ -- the property of health in Peter.

The preceding can be applied to cur earli~r example:

(A) God is good, (B) Yan is ~ood. If lI:;ood" functions analogously
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by the analogy of attrib~tion in sentences (A) and (D), we find

that a univocal core of meaning is introdu~ed with-respect to

the instances of ttgood l
' in (A) and (B). In this case, t1 r7ood lt in

'='

(A) means tt:~ause of goodness" and t~goodtt in (3) means t1 sub.ject

of goodness". Bearing in mind traditional theism's aversion

to univocity and its entailed anthropomorphism, it should come

as no surprise that the analogy of attribution is not assigned

a role in religious language.

We find aLother objection to the theistic use of analogy

of attribution being offered in the Summa- Contra Gentiles:

Now, the names said of
lo~ically according to
the analogy of many to
posit something prior

Jod and thin~s are not said ana
the first mode of analogy r-i.e,
one'J, since \>.le should thenbave to
to God e e e e

108

To understand Aquinas' obje2tion we must again return

to the Ilhealthy lt example. In the case of medicine and urine we

say that both are healthy by virtue of the relation that each
-

of them has to some third thing -- the health of the liVing

organism. It is this that is prior, for Ilthe two things TuSt

be preceded by something to which eash of them bears some
109

relation." Thus, in the analogy of attribution the prirrary

analogate eXercises a degree of priority over the secondary

analogates. Such a state of affairs could not apply to Jod for

there is nothing that is prior to Eim in which the perfection
110

signified is realized ~ore properly and formally. On the

contrary, the perfection that is signified is rpalized most pro-

perly in ]od ~imself, for ~e is ~he cause of all ~reaturely per-
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With the exclusion of the aGalogy of attribution, the

possible candidates for employment in relisious langua~e are

reduced to the analogy of proportionality and the analo~y of one

to the other. As noted earlier, there is little a~reeTIent as

to which form of analogy is most suited for use in religious

disc0urse. Some scholars chaTIpion the analogy of proportionality.

In doing so, they are adhering to the 90sition of Cajetan who

ttought that the analogy of (proper) proportionality was The

only true form of analogy, excellin~ all others in both dignity
111

and name. For ~ajetan, tbis type of analogy is to be re-

garded as the one most applicable to metaphysics and religious

language.

Opposed to the preceding view is that which claims that

Aquinas adopts the use of the analogy of one to the other in

religious language. This position origina~es with ~rancisc~s

3uare-z VJno-Cl1arges Cajetan, in his role as Thomas' commentator,

with misinterpretation. For Suarez, the most marked instance of

such misinterpretation is to be found in the emphasis that Saj-

etan places on the analogy of proportionality. Suarez claims that
IJ.2

a reading of Aquinas' works will reveal that the analogy

of proportionality has no signifi~ant ro19 to play in ~homas'

113
thought on religious langua3e. Suarez also notes that in

Aquinas one finds not only the notion of extrinsic denomination

but also that of intrinsic denomination. On the b~sis of this,

and his devaluation of the importan~e of proportionality, Suarez



concludes that the analogy of one to the other ac~ording to

intrinsic denomination is, for Aquinas, the form of analogy most
tLlll-

apflicable to religious languase.

with respe~t to this debate over the forms of analo~y

most relevant to religious discourse, we shall side with Suarez

and suggest that ~homas opts for the analo~y of one to another •.

Our argument in support of this position shall consist of the

following steps. ~irstly, we will attempt to show that the

analogy of proper proportionality does not o~cupy a prominent

position in Aquinas' theory of analosy. 3e~ondly, we shall

proceed to make a case for Aquinas' analogy of one to another
115 r

claiming, as Suarez and others have, that it is characterized

by intrinsic denomination.

The major reference for the analogy of proportionality
116

is found in ques tion t1~10 of Aquinas j De Ve r' ita te • Rere we

find St. Thomas dealing with the question of whether the term

"kno"Wledga1_1 i5 predicated of u'J-od andrnan purely_ equivpca.Jly.

He responds that the term is predicated analogically. In the

ensuing discussion he makes a distinction between three ~odes of

analogy: (1) analogy of proper proportionality, (2) the analo~y
Ilt

of proportion, (3) the analo~y of improper or rretaphorical .

proportionality. Aquinas ~oncludes his dis~ussion by obse~~ing

that names are predi~ated of lod and man aCJording to the

aLalogy of proper proportionality. Aquinas seems to assign

a major role for the analogy of proper proportionality in

religious jiscourse. Unfor~unately, certain textual ~on3ider-

ations reveal ~hat ~ho~a31 position on the mat~er is not as
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clear cut as one would sup?ose. Firstly, we should bear in

mind that De Veri tate is an early work (approx. 1256-1259).

More extensive trea~ments on analogy and religious lan~ua~e

118
were to follow in Aquinas' mature theological writings.

In comparing the relevant passages in these works with those

of De Veritate, one is surprised to find that in these later

works there is no ~ention of the analogy of proportionality.

In both the SUG'u'11a Theolo'!:ica and the Summa ~ontra Gentiles

there are major treatments of analogy and religious

language, yet in such sections where, in view of the De

Veritate text, one would expect the inclusion of the analogy
119

of proportionality, none is to be found. Aside from this

obvious omission, one also finds Aquinas clearly suggesting

that names are predicated of Jod and man according to the
120

analogy of one to another.

On textual grounds alone, the exclusion of the analogy
- -

01 proportionatityfrom his -later works strongly suggests that

AqUinas had come to abandon this form of analogy. Klubertanz

in his work, St. ~homas Aquinas on Analogx, offers su~h a

cone lus ion.

?rom a textual standpoint ~he absen~e of any
subsequent text (gfter Je Ver i ta tel which tea :hes
proper proportionality be~ween }o~and cr~atures
constitutes strong evidence that St. ~homas quietly
abanioned this jo~trine after 1256.

121

At best we could say tha~ the analo~y of proper

proportionalit.y was tau3ht by St. Thomas for a short period of

L
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time in his career. After this, it drops ou~ of si~ht. Again

we find Klubertanz's COLments germane to this p8int:

?or a period of some months around the year 1256,
St. Thomas either held or considered holding proper
proportionality as the in~rinsic analogy explaining
the ontological similarity be~ween Jod and creatures.
This position he had not held previously and ~'.'ould

never develop again in subsequent writings.
122

In view of the omissio~ of proportionality in the later

works, one naturally wonders why Aquinas came to abandon this

form of analogy. In atteTpting to answer t~is question we find

ourselves in the province of spe~ulation for nowhere does

Thomas provide any reasons for his ~hang2 of thought.

One possible reason for the abandonment of this type

of analogy is found in its very structure and the consequences

this has for the Judeo-Christian conception of God. We will

recall that this type of analogy has a four term structure. In

addition it is claimed that the analogous name, in both its

instances of" a-se, signlf1es- a -property ihtr-insfcally possessed
123

by each of the analogates. For example, when we say that both

man and Jod are It good ll
, this entails that what " good ll signifies

in each instance is possessed by both Gal and man.

In its theistic employment, t~is form of analo~y claims

that there is a proportional likeness obtaining between the way

in "Jhich certain at-'-ribu-:es of God are related to !-:is natlJre and

the way in which certain attributes of creatures are related to

their natures. Schematically, this has often been expressed in

the following manner:



God's qualities

God's nature

=

creature's qualities

creature's nature

46.

We are cautioned not to interpret the equality sign mathematically,

as the relation between the two proportions is only similar and.

not identical.

It is primarily the relational structure of this form

of analo:;y that creates difficulties, _as the following clearly

indicates:

Ingenious as this treory is [i.e, the analogy of pro
per proportionality), it nevertheless creates serious
difficulties of its own. It relies upon the possibility
of establishing a ratio between two mutually incommen=
surable orders, the temporal and the eternal, which shall
justify us in asserting: as the finite is to the finite,
so the infinite is to the infinite. But according to
Aquinas' own teaching, this wou13 seem to be impossible.
A finite substance, suc~ as a man, does indeed stand in
relation to its own attributes, so that we can speak of a
man QQ.§.sessing the quality of goodness. But Aquinas him
self has claimed to demonstrate that God is not a sub
;;tancS3,Q.nd that in him ther e _are no CiCC id t3 Dts __ Goq dQes_
not r:ossess goodness, Jod is goodness. Goodness and being
in him are identical. ~e have asswned tr-at there is a
differer-tiation in the infinite corresponding to the
relation of substan~e to quality of which we are aware in
the finite; but our assumption is false, for such differ
entiation is incompatible with the divine si~pli8ity.

124

The preceding difficulty centres upon a tension between

the struct'ue of proportionality and the simplicity ofJ.od. The

analogy of proportionality de~ands t~at a distinction be made

betvJeen God's nature and his qllalities. T:Jh~le one can do t\'is

with respect to man's nature and hi~ qualities, such a distinction

is not possible in ~he case of Jod. T~is follows fro~ Aquinas'



insistence that God is neither subject to composition nor com-

posed of substance and a~c idents. Thus it w onld seerr- t ha t the

very structure of this species of a~alogy is at odds with Aquinas'

conception of Jod. Possibly, Aquinas came to realize this.

If so, it ....J ould perhaps explain the omiss ion of proport ionali ty

from his mature works.

In his later writings, Aquinas repeatedly considers

analogy in terms of a tvlo-fold division that includes (a) the
125 126

analogy of many to one and (b) the analogy of one to another.

The follmv in:; passage s fron: the Summa Contra lent ile s and the

Summa ~heolo~ica clearly display Thomas' use of this division:

From vlhat i,ve ha'ie said, therefore, it remains that the
names said of Jod and creatures are predicated neither
univocally nor equivocally but analogi~ally; that is,
according to an order or reference to sometring one • •.•
This can take place in two ways. In one way, ac~ording as
many th~ngs have reference to something one • ••• In
another way, the analogy can obtain according as the
order or reference of two things is not to something else
but to one of them • ••• Now the names said of God and
things are not said analogically according to the first
mode of -ana10gy, - sInce i,ve shol~ld then-havelo -pos-i t -some
thing prior to God, but ac~ording to the second ~oda.

127

We must say, therefore, that words are used of God and
creatures in an analo~ical way, that is in accordance with
a certain order between them. ~e ~an distinguish two kinds
of analogical or ttproportionaP' uses of language. Firstly
there is the case of one word being used of two things
because each of them has some order or relation to a third
thins • ••• Secondly, there is the case of the sa~e word
used of two t~ings because of sorr,e relation that one has
to the other • ••• In this way so~e words are used neither
univocally nor purely equivocally of Jod and creatures,
but analogically.

123
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While taken from different works, these selections have

a number of featurss in corrmon. Firstly, in both we find no men-

tion of the analogy of proportionality. This tends to support

bur earlier claim regarding Aql)inas' abandonment of this forr:;

of analogy. Secondly, while the analogy of attribution is rren-

tioned, it is not assigned a role in religious langua~e. This

is ~ot surprising in view of what was said earlier about its

shortcomings. Thirdly, and most important, we discover Aquinas

singling out the analogy of proportion as the type of analogy

most suitable for predicating names of lod and man. This emphasis

upon the analogy of proportion is ~ot peculiar to the Summa

Theologica and the Summa Cont~a Gentiles. One also finds it in

considering relevant sections of De Fotentia and the ~ompendiu~

129
of Theology

Those who stand in the tradition of Suarez would agree

with this point regarding the primacy of the analogy of pro-

portion -in-Thomas I laJer thought. They vJOuid also cIa im that

this analogy is characterized by intrinsic denomination. This

additional qualifier occasions a fair amount of dispute between

those who adhere to the Cajetanian interpretation and others

who favour the Suarezian approach. The latLer accord priority

to analogy of proportion a~cording to [ntrinsic denominatirn.

Further, they view the analo~y of proportionality as havin~ no

significant role to play in Aquinas' doctrine of analo~y. The

Sajetanians stand firmly opposed to this view on a nurrber of

I
r
L



counts. Firstly, they emphasize the analogy of proper propor-

tiona~ity. Sec~ndly, they classify the analogy of proportion as

an instance of the analogy of attribution, and thus they view

it as bein~ characterized by extrinsic denomination.

In this dispute, we find ourselves siding with the

Suarezian point of view. As a first move in defence of such a

position we would claim that the Sajetanian insistence on the

primacy of proportionality caronot be supported. This has already

been established on textual grounds, for we have found that in

his later works, Aquinas makes no referpnce to proportionality

when he discusses analogy and religious language. In addition,

textual considerat~ons strongly suggest that the Suarezians

are corre,-:t in claiming c!l rr:ajor role for tte analogy of pro-

portion in religious discourse. Aqu~nas! repeated comments on

the i~portance of this analogy for such discourse offer strong

support to the Suarezian claim.

_ 'rhe sE!cond _point in the Suarezian yosition is more

difficult to establish, for r..owhere does Aquinas clearly come

out ar..d say that the analogy of proportion is subje~t to in-

trinsic denomination. In spite of t~is reticence on Thomas'

part, we do think that one can argue in favour of the Suarezian

demand for intrinsic deno~ination. The basis of such an argument

is to be found in Aquinas' insistence tha~ the names predicated
130

of God express somethin1 of what He is.

In the thirteenth que o:;t ion a f the Sumna Theologic8

we find AqUinas clai~ing that names of 10-:1 Hin
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the category of substance." By t~is Thomas means that such

terms refer to the nature of God, signifying so~ething that is

intrinsic to His nature. Terrrs predicated in t~is fashion are

substantial because they express somet~ing of what God is. For

example, iNhen 1>Je say that "God is good It, the pr ed ica te ter~ is

to be understood as signifying somet~in~ that is in Jod, this

be ing the property or It per feet ion" of' goodnes s. In other vJOrds,

Thomas is arguing for ar, interpretation of the divine naGes that

emphasizes their intrinsicality.·

Given Aquinas' concern for substantial predication,

and the twofold division of denomination into the intrinsic and

extrinsic varieties, it would seem that intrinsic denomination

most readily accomodates his desire for predication Hin the

category of substance". We will remember that this form of

denomination entails that the analogous name, in both instances,

signifies a property that inheres in each of the anologates.

81early, e~trin~ic denomination is not at i~su~ her~, f'Qr it

merely provides one With a relational account of the diVine

names. ?or Aquinas ttis is ~ot SUfficient, as the names ascribed

to Jod rr-ust say something of what he is. Given Aqu~nas' con~ern,

intrinsic denominati~n becomes necessary for it guarantees ttat

when a terrr is used a~alogically of God, it will signify some-

thing that is intrinsic to Ris nature. The de~and fo~ Substantial

predication can be met only if one allows for ~he element of

intrinsic denomination in the analogical ascription of names to
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The preceding remarks about intrinsic denomination

complete our presentation of the Suarezian interpretati~n of

Aquinas' positi~n on analogy and reli~ious 1iscourse. In de-

fending this View we have at~empted to argue two points. ?irstly,

that the analo~y 01 one to another (i.e., the analogy of pro

portion) is the form of analogy tbatAquinas views as being the

most applicable to religious language. We tried to show that

this follows from (a) the o~missiorr of the analogy of propor

ticnality in ThGmas' later works and (b) his repeated claim

that names are ascribed to }od and man on the basis of the analogy

of proportion. The second point we dealt With focused on the

claim that the analogy of proportion is characterized by intrinsic

denomination. VIhile admitting that this vIas a more difficult

point to establish, we suggested that this type of denomination

is required in vie l!J of Aquinas' insistence that the divine names

be predicated substantially.
- - - - -

For those who stand in the Cajetanian camp, the

Suarezian account remains unacceptable because of a consequence

whi~h is thought to arise ~ith the adopti00 of intrinsic

denomination. ~he problem can be clarified by considerins these

statements: (1) Peter is good, (2) }od is good. Eere the

·~ommon term is understood to be analo~ous by the analogy of

one to another. In addition, the analo:y is claimed to be

subject to intrinsic denomination. ~his cru~ial qualifier

means that ~he analo~ous name, in both (1) and (2), signi~ies

a property (ie., go01ness) that is forrrally possessed by each

-I
,
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of the analo~ates. ?or the Cajetanian this constitutes the

crux of the difficulty. He would claim that its inclusion is

tantamount to saying that both analogates (ie., }od and Feter)

share in a common property. Now if this is the casE, it would

SEem that the common term has lapsed into uni:oeity. On this

reading the appeal to intrinsi~ denomination appears to open

the door to univocity and its attendant anthropomorphism.

The Suarezian response to this objection draws upon

Aquinas' conception of the Jod/crea~ure relationship. We will

remember that in this relation, Jod is viewed as the cause of

creaturely perfections. Further, Eis causality is not to be

construed as univocal in character. On the contrary, it is

equivocal:or, as Aquinas sometimes says, analogical. With this

in view, the 3uarezian would make the additional point that

the thEolo~ical use of the analogy of proper proportion (ie.,

the analo~y of one to another) is squarely based upon the

~aus--all'el:ationship ubetween God and crea. 'Cures. -l'TovJ if ';~e bear

this in mind, the 3uarezian argues, it then becomes difficult

to see how the inclusion of intrinsic denomination leads to the

univocal consequen;es alledged by the Cajetanian. ~he elucidation

and justifi~ation of this point turns upon an analysis of the

similarity and difference that is at play in the ~od/crea~ure

relationship. ~ith respe~t ~o this relation, we k~ow ~ha~ the

likeness ob~aining be~ween a created perfection anj its jivine

~ounterpart is not of the type that leads to univo~ity. In ter~s

of the precedi~g example, this ~egns that the 2ommonality between
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man's goodness and Jod's goodness is not reducible to a

sameness of form. lor Aquinas, the likeness (ie., commonality)

is to be re~arded as analosical.

If we turn to consider the element of differen~e ~hat

holds between man's goodness and divine goodness we find, the

Suarezian claims, additional grounds for rejecting the Cajetanian

objection. Aquinas repeatedly says that created perfections are

imperfect and deficient with respect to their divine counterparts.

Such deficiency stems, in part, from the fact that created

perfections exhibit a dependent and composite mode of existence.

If we '-~onsider this point in relation to human goodness, it

then becomes apparent that such a perfection cannot be said to

,

f

be the same as the divine goodness. ~hus, it would seem that

there is no foundation for univocity • ''-1'In "CL_l.S case.

,

-'

The preceding points about the similarity and

difference that obtain between ~he created and divine perfections

fear that the use of intrinsic denomination in theological

analogy leads to univocity.

In the preceding sections we dealt with a number of

issues relating to Aquinas' dis~ussion of religious language.

We have seen the reasons underlying his rejection of both

ur:.ivocityand equivocity, along itJith his snbs8quent turn to

analogy as a way to ac~ount for the rr-eaning of the terms

ascribed to Go:L ':fe also considered the question 0:: the type of

analogy Aquinas thinks most applicable to religious langua~e.
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While recognizing the difficulty in providing a definitive

answer to this question, we sug12sted that the analogy of one

to another (analo~ia unius ad alterum) was the most likely

candidate for the job. In addition, we tried to show that this

form of analogy is consistent with inLrinsic denomination.

Durin~ the qourse of ~hese investi~a~ions we have also

been trying to display ~he importance of an underlying
132

metaphys ics in Thomas' hanil ing of re 1 ig ious lansua o:;e • His

handling of univo'~it;y and equivocity are indi'~ative of this;

for, in both cases we find Aquinas repeatedly appealing to the

Jod/creature relationship so as to establish and justify his

case. 'l'his way of treating matters clear ly sugze sts, 1;Je th ink,
133

that Aquinas' response to questions concerning religious language

is dependent upon an:l conditioned by his conception of this

relationship between the finite and the infinite. Nowhere is

this dependency upon an underlying metaphysics more pronounced

than in the analo~ical applica~ion of terms to God and man, for

the very possibility of such usagg rests upon the unique

relationship obtaining between creatures and 10d. Aquinas'

cOEments in the Summa ~heolo~ica bear t~is out:

In this Hay some words are used neither univo~811y

nor purely equivocally of Jod ani ~reatures, but
analogically, for we cannot speak of God except in
the langua·;e we use of '~reatures, an] so Whatever
is said of bo~h God and cr':oatures is said in
virtue of the orier that creatures have to 30d
as to their source and caUS9 in which all the
perfections of thin~s pre-exist trans~enjently.

134



The attempt to articulate this dependency that

Aquinas is talking of requires that we consiier one funda-

mental condition that must be met in or::-ler that theolo:~i'~al

135
arialogy be possible. For Aquinas such usage is only

possible if there exiests a likeness on the part of the ~hings

to whi~h the analogous name is applied. It is this simili~ude

that justifies the imposition of the analogous term in ~he

136
first place. In the absence of this lt ontologic31 lt likeness,

equivocity would result; for, in equivocation He have a

sameness of name, but no likeness on the part of what the

term signifies in its instances of use. ~he basic requirement

for the analogical extension of terms to lod is that there be

some sort of likeness obtaining betvleen creatures and God.

~ith the recognition of this require~ent, the Jod/

creature relationship assumes crucial i~portan2e; for,it

provides the requisite element of likeness. ~e will remember

from our earlier discussion that this relationship be~ween

30d and man (creatures) is a causal one. In this sche~e 30d

is viewed as the cause of creatures and the sour~e of the

various perfections they exe~plifYe In so far as t~is

relationship is causal it must adhere to ~he principle which

~laims that th2re is no effect that JOGS not, in so~e way,

resemble its cause. ~his !neans. that cr(~atures, as the effects

of God, bear a likeness to their creator. ~ith the reco~nition

of th is s imil i tude ~:'qllinas fee Is tha': he has the war ran t: for

claiffiing that cert3in terms can be predic3ted gnalo~i~ally of
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man and God. Be~ause creatur~s ar? ordered to Jod in such a way
137

as to resemble ~im, one is therefore justified in employing

na~es, culled from the former, to say somethir::g aboll+; ~he la-f:ter.

~he sort of likeness required by theological analo~y is to be

located in ~he God/creature relationship; for, on ~he basis of

it there is a si~ilarity obtaining be:ween what the aLalogous

term signifies when used of man and what it signifies ~hen used

of God. ~hus, the final justification for theologi~al analogy

lies within the God/creature relationship:

Aquinas' justifi~ation of theologi~al langua~e rests
on his interpretation of ~he God-creature relationship.
According to his interpretation of this relationship,
finite reality bears some similarity to Eim because every
effect resembles its cause. ~his interpretation of ~he

God-creature relationshin authorizes the use of human
language"because finite~reality itself points to Jod.

138

Before ;on21uding this se~tion we should like to make

some~eneral ~oI!'.ments on the ">Jay in itJhich Aquinas handles the

suhject Df _-religious lan~uase~ In dealing w-ith mattersu p~-I'taini.ni§

to su~h usags, Aquinas repeatedly displ3ys an approach that is

both lin~uistic and metaphysical in character. His 20nsideration

of univo~~ity and equivocity is a '-:ase in point. 'lihile e8.ch have

to do edith a certain form 0':: lir;:suisti~ usage, vie find Aqninas

evaluating +hem upon the basis of certain metaphysi~al fa2ts-

most notably the relation of creatures to '}od. Ji::1ilarly

in the case we have just exa~ine1, ~he metaphysical elereent goes

hand in glove with that of the lin~uistic. On the one hand we

find ~homas recommending and describing a particular form of

usa~e (ie., analo~iJal) whi2h he thinks is most appli~8ble

r-
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to reli~ious discourse. ~ro~ ~his p2rspec~ive the discussion

has a de~inite lin~uistic chara~ter about it. V o"} Oil P r, v ~. _ ,

other hand we find Aquinas quick to observe that such usa~e

has a metaphysical ba~kbane because it is based upon the

likeness of creatures to God. All of this soes to sho'll that in

Thomas' thinking on religious lan~uag~, metaphysical considArations

are never far removed from those of the lin?uis~i~ sort. This is,

we think, an important point to bear in mind, especially in

light of the current tenden~y to view Aquinas' handling of

analogy and religious discourse in purely linguistic terms. One

finds this type of approach repeatedly emerging in the contemporary
139

literature on ~he subject.

Our basic complaint with this type of treatment is that

it provides a rather one-sided view of Aquinas. With its emphasis

upon usage, it only provides a partial account of Aquinas'

pas it ion; for , it ofterl tends to i~nore (9,f at least_minimize)

the importanfmetaphysical eleffients that provide ~he underpinning

for his position. The preceding investi~qtions into univo~ity,

equivocity and analo~y have reppatedly attempted to show the

si~nificance of the xetaphysical dimension in Aquinas'

examination of religious language. We hope that such considerations

have also shown that as adequate understanding of Aquinas'

thi0king can only be ac~eived when both ~he lin~uis~ic and

metaphysical chara~ter of his enterprise is taken into a~count.
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THE MODUS SIGNIFI~AN~I-RE3.SIJNIFI]ATA DISTI~8TI~N

we now turn to consider yet ano~her strand in Aquinas'

treatment of analogy and religious language, namely, the distinct

ion between a term's mode (or way) of signification (its modus

t
;
i

This distiction has relevance for
141

~the words we use to attribute perfections to God" • From an

significandi) and the thing (or object) that the term signifies
140

(its ~ significata).

interpretive standpoint this distinction presents a difficulty.

This is mainly due to a lack of detailed explanation on Aquinas'

part. While he repeatedly appeals to this distinction in his

handling of religious language, one finds that his accounts of r
l

it are quite brief. In addition, little assistance is provided

by way of the commentators, as they, for tte mos~ part, are

divided on the question of how this distinction is to be under~

142
stood. In spite of St. Thomas' breVity on the matter, and

the preceding lack of unanimity, we still t~ink that it is possi

ble to provide a fairly thorough account of the ~/mo~ls

distinction. We shall now proceed to do this in a somewhat rounfr

about fashion by briefly examining Aquinas' theory of signifi
143

cation. Once t~is is accompliShed, we shall then offer an

a~count of the distinction itself. ~he consideration of the

(53)
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theory of signification is undertaken for ~he following reasons.

Firstly, the ~/modus distinction functions as a component

within Thomas' theory of signification. Accordingly, the theory

·provides the necessary framework with:n which to best understand

this distinction. Secondly, acd most important, Aquinas' ac~ount

of the ~ and modus of a term draws upon a number of points that

are tied up with his theory of signification.

Thomas' conception of siguification can be seen to
- 144 - .

have its basis in Aristotle. Following Aristotle, Aquinas

regards names as signifying things as they are known to exist

in real i ty. The significat ion is, hOYlever, not direct, for bebleen

the name and the thing (or object) it is imposed to designate

there stands the intermediary of t~ought. We f~nd ttis point

being brought out in De Potentia:

But it must be observed that the signification of a term
does not refer to the tting immediately but through the
medium of the mind: because \Vords are tokens of the souls
-imp.r---e.s.s ions, -an.:lthecon-:::e})t ions- -M t-f::l'@ ---!hind -€l.-re- -i-mg~s
o~ things, a2cording to the philosopher.

145

A similar view on the signification of names is to be found in

the SUffirra mhgoloqica:

Aristotle, says that words are si~ns for t~ou~hts and
thoughts are likenesses of t~in~s, so words refer to
things indirectly through t~ou~hts. ~ow we re~er to a
thing depends on how we understand it.

- 146

For Aqu~nas, a name signifies a t~irc~ Via a concept

or idea (often terrr.ed a ratio) that t~e intellect has formulated

of the referent. Strictly speakin~, wha~ a word i~media:ely refers
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to is not a t~ing, but rather the result of an act of under
147

standing -- the concept or ratio. In turn, the con~ept is

thought to be a representation of tre object.

Aquinas' theory is characterized by a triadic view of

signification, for ~here is the name, the concept and the t~ins

or object that the name is employed to designate. In t~is sc~eme

the concept assumes some ir:':(;ortance as it is tl-:ought to const
-148

itute the meaning of a name.

In t~is theory of signification we find an intimate

relation obtaining beb.veen thou.;ht and langua-se. This stlolJld

already be evident on the basis of our comments abou~ the triadic

character of signification and the identification of a name's

~onception plays an important role in t~Ls scheme, for the

:
I

-,

£for Aquinas,it sigr:ifies.meaning with the con~ept of what
149

words are imposed upon things as signs of whqt ~e know of them.

designation of an object by means of a name is dependent upon I,.

thought:

I reply that it sbould be said rhat since, according to
the Philosopher, names are signs of what is understood, it
is necessary that the process of namin~ follow the process
of cognition.

150

Aquinas' point about the dependency of langua~e upon
151

thou~ht is also expressed in De Veritate. There he ~3kes

two important observations. ?irstly, te says that the "inter:or

word fl (Le., the' con~ept or rati.Q) is "naturally priorll' to the

"exterior word", (Le., the \'Jritr,en or spoken vlord). Later, in

the body of the article, he goes on to no~e that the inner wo~d
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is to be seen as the final cause of t~e outer word, for ~he

purpose served by the spoken (or written) word is that of
152

express ins the interior word.

The close relationship between langua~e and t~ou;ht

also finds expression i~ ~homas' repeated dictum that we name
153

things as we know them. ~his observation shoule corr.e as no

surprise in view of his insistence that names are im~osed upon

things as signs of what we know of them. For St •. Thomas, the

very possibility of our being able to. em910y a name to signify

a t~ing depends upon our having some knowledge of it. Thus, a

basic requirerr:ent for the use of a name is that t'tJere be a knO\v-

ledge of the t~ing that is to be signified. The epistemological

foundation in the naming process becomes apparent once we realize

that names presuppose concepts that are tJ---err.selves expressive

of What is kLown of the objects that are named.

Before leaving Aquinas' theory of signification

naming process should not be ta~en to imply a bi-furcation of

language and the world. In as far as names immediately signify

inteJ_lectual conceptions (con;epticnes intelledtus) they do,

albeit indirectly, have a foothold in rhe real orde~, for th~se

c~nceptions are thought to be represenLations of rraterial thin~s.

In Aquinas' view, the sounds and marks of snoken and written

languaGe do engage us with reality because they immedia'·ely
154

signify rationes which are therrse1ves about things.

t
I
i
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Having outlin9d Aquinas' t~eory of signification,

vie shall rem>] proceed to offer an aCCOlJDt of the rp.s significata
155

modus significandi distincti~n. While Aquinas discusses
156

this distinction in a number of works1 we shall beg:n our

account by examining ~uestion Thirteen, Ariticle Three of the

3u~ma ~heologica (Prima Pars). There we find Thomas saying that.

•

Firstly, there a;::e "the perfections
- 158

are signified ---goodness, life and the like"
159

is the "''lay in wh ich they are signified. 11Secondly, there

there are two ttings to consider in "the words we use to at~ribute

157
perfectLons to God."

themselves that

The first part of this distinction refers to the res significata

of a term, while the second refers to a term's modus significandi.

For Aquinas, the ~ significata is to be understood

as the lithlOn ali'" '::>, or more precisely, the perfection that the

word signifies. ?or example, the res sisnificata of the term,

"good", would be the property of goodness. It is important to

note_ that thEL te~ms .!l~Quinas_ iJL CJ2nDer_DBd _'/Jith__h_ere_9r£ Pi' a

special type - being those that si:;nify "simple perfections".

Such terms

••• simply mean perfections without any indic~~ion

of how these perfections are possessed -.words,
for example, like I1being", It good", 1I1iving", and
so on.

160

Although the idea of simple perfection is rather obscure, the

basic point seems to be ttis. Some terms have a certain in-

deterw.inacy about t~em because they signify perfections that are

not bound to anyone Tode of realizaticn. ?or ins~ance, the term
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, with respect to what it s ignifie s, is not 1 i[::i ted

to either human k~ow121ge or ani~al knowled~e. This name, along

with others of its type, sigr-ifies a given per~ection independent

of any specific mode of realization. Aquinas' way of expressing

this is to say that the perfection is signified without any

indic3tion of how it is possessed. Such terms are the only

ones that can be predicated analogically of Jod.

=n contrast to the preceding type of names there are
. . 161

those that signify "mixed per feet ions". For Aquinas, these

terms denote perfections that are irrevocably bound to a specific

mode of realization. In effect, this weans that they are the

names of perfections that can only be found in finite, material

things. For example, the term "sensation" is of this sort because

it signifies knoWled~e in its specific mode of realization in
102

an organic faculty. The term "stone lt would also be grouped

in this class because it signifies somet~ins that is inextricably

bound to the material and finite dimension. For Aqu:'nas, terms

of this sort cannot be used analogi8ally of Jod as theY signify
163

perfections that are limited to tee corporeal world.

Wit~ the first part of the res/rrodus distinct:'on

explained, we now turn to the second part. A term's mOQus

significandi can best be understood by viewing it within the

con:ext of Aquinas' t~eory of significati·n. In focusin~ on

the modus of a term Aquinas is, in effect, consider~ng the way

(or T.ode) in which it signifies a given perfection (i.e, the

terrr,'s res ~ignificata). At this point the theory of sigLification



has formulated of the perfection. This accords with Thomas'
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comes into play, for on the basis of it we know that the term

signifies the perfection by way of a concept that the intellect

164
basic principle that "'.,lOrds signify thin~s by 1/Jay of t"'oushts. 1t

In view of the importance that ttou~ht or con~eption

assumes here, we offer the following account of the modus. ?or

Aquinas, a term's modus significandi is to be identified with

the way in which the human intellect understands or conceives
165

of perfection that is signified by a term. In sayin~ t~is,

we would be the first to acknowledge that such an interpretation
166

of the modus differs from other accounts. On the other hand,

we are not alone in adopting ttis approach to the wodus signifi-

I
<-

f-
I

candi, for one finds a similar ac~ount being provided by Copleston
167

and Haritain.
-

Up until this 00int we have been explaining the res!

modus distinction apart from the specific context within which
----

-Aquinas c6rlsiders it n.;.;.. ~1ie- predlcatTonoT-certaln terms of '}od.

In viewing terms this way, Aquinas makes two impor~ant obser-

vations about their £.§.§. and rr:.odl1s. Firstly, he claims that terms,

with respect to their res si~nificata, apply most properly to
168

}od. Secondly, he notes that terms, with respect to their

modus significandi, are used inappropriately of God, for they
169

"have a 1:1ay of signifying that is a:.-::propriat.e to creaturns tl
•

Thus, in the names we use of 30d tbere is a Dixture of both

propriety and impropriety.
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The first point about the appropriateness of a ter~'s

~ significata can best be understood within the context of

Aquinas' conception of the lad/creature relations~ip. We will

remember that ac~ording to ttis scheme, Jod is viewed as possess-

ing all of the perfections that He causes in c~eatures. For

example, the perfection of goodness as realized in creatures,

is claimed to pre-exist in lad iu a much ~ore eminent (or
- 170

transcendent) way. From this point of view, we find that

terms, with respect to the res significata, can be properly

attributed to Jod for the perfections they signify truly exist
171

in God. Accordingly, Aquinas observes that:

So far as the perfections signified are concerned the
words are used literally of God, and in fact more app
ropriately than they are used of creatures for these
perfections belong primarily to Jod and only secondarily
to others.

172

Earlier we said that the ~odus significandi primarily

~eJe~~ tg _th§ way ~n_VJhich the int;§llect lll"1~~I'~~Cl!-lds thE) __!~~_

significata of a term. In view of our current in~erests, tbis

characterization of the modus assumes so~e importance, as the

intellect's way or mode of understanding constitutes one of the

reasons for Aquinas' condemnation of the modus significandi.

This point becomes apparent with a consideration of Aquinas'

account of the human understanding.

Aquinas views the hUIT.an intellect as being able, in

cogni t ion, to grasp the es ~en"e or univer sal elerrent (1. e., the

intelligible form) that is inherent



found in Thomas' claim that the human intellect can only

66.

much is clear from his discussion of the name "intellect lt
:

The name intellect arises from the intellect's
ability to know ~he most profound elements of a
thing; for to understand (in~elligere) means to
read what is inside a thing (intus legere). Sense
and imagination know only external accidents, but
the intellect alone penetrates to the interior
and :0 the essence of a thing.

173

The proper object of the human intellect is "a nature
174

or'whatness' found in corporeal matter". 'Ahile admitting this,

Aquinas is also quick to point out that the intellect is very

much dependent upon sense experience; for, it is this that

furnishes the material from which there is derived the
175

intelligible elements necessary for intellectual knOWledge.

The dependency of the intellect upon this empirical

foundation finds expression in the well-known principle,

"nihil in intellectu quod prius Q.QQ fuerit in sensu" (nothing

is in the intellect that is not first of all in the senses).

176
understand by having recourse to sense ima;es or phantasms:

It is imnossible for our intellect, in iss present
state of~being joined to a body capable of receiving
impressions, actually to understand anything without
turning to sense images.

177

~arlier, we noted that the proper object of the

intellect is an intelligible form or nature as ~ound in union
178

with matter. The recognition of this leads Aquinas to say

that what the intellect understands is not a bare form (or

'
i



nature) as such. Rather, in the act of understanding the intelle~t

apprehends the formal plement as it exists within a particular

thing. ~hus, the forrr. of a material thing cannot be truly known
179

"~xcept in so far as it exists in a particular thing". With

this in mind, the dependency of the intellect upon the senses

readily emerges:

Now we apprehend the parti~ular throu3h the senses
and imagination. Therefore if it is actually to
understand its proper object, then the intellect must
needs turn to sense images in order to look at
universal natures existing in particular things.

180

In explaining a term's modus signifi~andi, we found

that the notion of understanding was central; for, to talk of

the mod~ is, in effect, to consider the way in which the

intellect understands the perfection that is signified by

the term. At this point the preceding epistemological

considerations become germane for they serve to delineate

the nature and scope of such an understanding. With respect

to the ~/modus distinction, these epistemological observations

imply that our intellect is able to underst3nd a given perfection

(ie., the res significata) only upon the basis of our sensible

experience of the perfection as it exists within finite things.

This is the import of Aquinas' insistence tha~ the intellect

only understands by re-~ourse to sense images, and ~he a':lditional

claim that it always grasps the form as it exists within a

I

~

particular material obje~t. Illustra~ive of this is the term.,
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denotes the property of goodness. Because of the nature of

the human understanding, we cannot help but conceive this

perfection in terms of its existence in those ~hin~s that we

are most familiar with experientially. In effect, this means that

we understand goodness by way of our experience of hu~an goodness.

It cannot be any other way, given Tho~asf account of the

intellect's mode of understanding. Thus our understanding of

whata term signifies proceeds upon Qur experience of the
181

perfection as it is found to exist in creatures. Accordingly,

we find Aquinas saying this:

••• ~od is known from the perfections that flow from
him and are to be found in ~reatures, yet which exist
in him in a transcendent way. ~e understand such
perfections, however, as we find them in creatures
and as we understand them so we use words to
sneak of them.

182

Because we have to rely upon our experien~e of

creaturely perfections in order to understand a term's ~

significata, AqlJ.tna-s \<,Ii11 say tttat t€I'ffiS 'thavB at-lay of
183

signifying that is appropriate to creatures". Ano~her

way th3.t Thomas expresses this is by s3.ying that "words have

a bojily context not in what they mean but in the way they
184

0"" IIl u.

As we shall see, the inappropriateness of the T.odus

derives,in part, fro~ our understQcdin; being structured in

such a way as to require that we advert to our experien~e of

crea':",ed perfe;tions so as to understani the ~ si:::nifi-'ata

of a term. Yet this is only p3rt of the story, for ~he

~
I
1
I



impropriety of a term's modus significandi also steT.s from the

nature of those thin~s that the intelle~t has recourse to in

its attempts to underssand the res sig;nL·i~ata. These thin~s are

to be identified 1,'Jith "the perfections that are found in creatures.

Their relevance to Aquinas' characterization of the modus begins

to emerge when we consider them within the context of the

lod/creature relationship. ?rom what we have seen of this

relationship we know that these perfections are the effe~ts of

lod's causal a~ency. As caus2d by Jod, they are thought to bear

some degree of likeness (or reseMblance) to the divine
185

perfection. While resembling lod, they are also thought to

be dissimilar. Aquinas usually espresses this by saying that

the created perfections are ~erely deficient or imperfe~t

186
likenesses of Jod. Thus, in considerifig the goodness of

creatures we find him saying that

Cne may therefore call ~hings go01-and exis~ent

by reference to this first thing _lie., ]o~, existent
and good by nature, inasf!lu~h as they semefi'ew I7arti~ipate
and resemble it, even if distantly and defi~ientlY.187

The imperfection and deficiency that Aquinas is

talking of follows from the reco~ni+:'ion that creaturely

goodness exists in a derivative mode; for, it is caused by

God. In -:ontrast to this, Jod is said to be good by nature.

An addi~ional point of difference emerges ~hen we realize that

the goodness of the creature exists in such a way as to involve

8omposition. In effec~, t~is means ~hat ~reated go04ness is

always found to exist in so~ethin~, thus presupposing a

i
I

....
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1·38
distinction betlveen "the haver arrj the thing had lt

• This

subsistent mode of eXis~ence, and the ~o~position it involves,

is peculiar to the perfections of crea~ures. It ~oes not

p~~tain to }od who is devoid of composition, bein~ absolu~ely

189
simple.

In view of the preceding discussion about the intellect's

mode of understanding and the nature of created perfections we

can now offer an ac~ount of why Aquinas deems the ~odus of a term

inappropriate when_it comes to be used of God.

Earlier we said that the mo::ius si~nificandi is to be

identified with the intellect's way of understan1ing a term's

~ significata. In the ~ontext of Aquinas' analysis of human

intellection, such an understanding can only be obtained

through our experien~e of the perfection as it is found in

creatures. ~or example, this would mean that we understand the

~ signifi~ata of the term Itintelligence tl by ','lay of our

experienieof human in~elligence. If our ~on~eption of the term's

~ significata arises in this way, then we would have to admit

that such a ~onception is imperfect and deficient, as it is

derived from things which do not, in their likeness to }od,

fully conform to His perfection. Ac~ordin~ly, in the predicating

of the term fI inte 11 iGenc elt of}od, Thomas would. say L.ha t t ts
190

modus si~nificandi is inappropriate and must be denied; for,

it refers to a way of understan4ing the ~ si~niricata that is

determined by an experience of human intelligence, and this, he
191

insists, is different from the divine intelligence. In this
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case and others the denial of the rr:odu§. serves as a prohibition

against understanding a t2rm's res signific9.ta in our custom9.ry
192

vlay. While it is only natural for us to understand the res

significat~ of a terrr. by way of its embodiment in cre8tures, we

should, nevertheles s, real ize tha t t\.-. is proc e d ure c:ar:: lead to

a~t~ropomorphic consequences when the term is used of Jad. For

instance, in affirming the term "intelligence" of Jod we could

all too easily be led to think of its ~ significata exclusively

in terms of our con~eption of intelligence which is of the human

sort. The der:ial of the modus significandi is undertaken in order

to circumvent this tendency.

The preceding analysis has acheived two objec:tives.

Firstly, it has st:mvn why Aquinas thinks that the IT:odus signifi

candi of a term is inappropriate when it is predicated (ana

logically) of God. Secondly, our analysis has revealed the key

features that are at play in Aquinas' notion of the rr.odus

sigFciflcandi. Broa.dly speaking, W~ can say that these features

are episteoological and ontological in character.

As already noted, the modus significandi of a term

primarily refers to the way in which the human intellect under

stands the perfe~tion (i.e.; the res sisrificata) signified by

a given term. In considering the nature and sc:ope of suc~ an

understanding, we are, in effect, focusing upon the epistemological

side o~ the modus sig~ifica~di. Eere we find t~at the in~ellect

is naturally ordered to knOWing material t!-:ings. Specifically,

Aquinas would say that t~e intellect seeks to comprehend the
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intelligible form (or nature) of ~he ITaterial object. As we have

seen, this can only be accorr:plished by recourse to sense experience.

In the final analysis t~is means that the intellect's under-

standing of a term's ~ signi~icata is squarely based upon a

sensible experience of the perfection as it exists in material

things.

The ontological side of the modus significandi arises

in the wake of the preceding epistemological considerations.

This becomes apparent when we realize that the perfection, as

found in material things, is what the intellect has recourse to

in its attempt to comprehend the ~ significata of a term.

This involvement of the created perfection in the intellect's

process of understanding constitutes the ontological factor that

is at play in the modus significandi.

In the prpceding section we explained the ~/modus

distinction and began to show how it is e~ployed by Aquinas in

the predication of nallies Gf God. Tlfe can continue to do V-· is by

considering Question Seven, Article Five of De Potentia. In

this section 'lIe find Aquinas briefly discussing the ~/modus

distinction. After this he goes on to observe that, as regards
193

their meaning, the Lames ascrited to lod are rather vague.

Such vagueness is t~ought to result because the modus significandi
194

of these ter~s is not appropriate to 30d. Following the

lead of P~udo-Dionysius, who figures prominently in Thomas'

thinking on relig:ous langua~e, Aquinas goes on to talt of the

three steps that are involved in the attriblltion of natr.es to ~od.

L
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• • • these terms are aprli~d to Sod in three ways. First
ly, affirreatively: for instance, God is wise: sin~e we
must needs say this of God because in hi~ there is a like
ness to the wisdom that derives frorr. him --- Pevertheless
seeing that wisdo~ in Jod is not such as t~at which we
understand and name, it can be truly denied, so that we
may say: Jod is not wise. -- Again, sin~e wisdom is ~ot

deni~dof Jod as though he were lacki~g in wisdom, but
because in hi~ it transcends the wisdorr. we indicate and
name, we ought to say that Jod is super-wise.

195

For Aquinas, these three steps apply to any name that

is predicated analogically of God. ~he~ reflect, in their move-

ment, a growing awareness of what one is up to when they speak

of Jod. These steps are important because they serve as a xeans

whereby our discourse about Jod can be ma1e increasingly appro-

priate.

The first step is primarily con~erned with a term's

~ significata. Here we find that in applying a term to 10d

we are, in effect, affirrr.ing that it's re~ significata truly

exists in Him. For exarr:ple, we affirm the term "\<lisdom lt of 'Jod,

meaning by thts that He possesses the property (or perfection)

of wisdom. ~he warrant for such a move is, as we have seen,

located in Aquinas' conception of the God/creature relationship.

In ffioving to the second step in t~is naming process,

we find ourselves focusing upon a term's modus significandi. l:!ith

this stage we also find a srowing sophistication emer~in~ on the

part of one who predicates names of Jod.

The second step differs substantially from the first,

for ra.ther than a.ffir:;.in:~ tI ....lisdo:n" of -:lod, l,le find ourselves

denying it, saying t~3.t II 'lor] is r::ot wise". In doing t'ris we are

[
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not, Aquinas insists, sug~estin~ that God lacks the property

of wisdom. Rather, t~is ~ove is a drarratic way of rraking the

point that the ~odus significandi of the term is not appropriate---- 196
when it is applied to God. From our point of view what we

understand and name first of a 1.1 is t"1e property of lllisdom as

it is found in finite things. In subsequently applying U~is

ter~ to God we must realize ttat its res sigrificata is ~ot

the wisdom that we are familiar with. The der-ial of tre state-

ment "God is wise" seeks to bring this point home, impressing

upon us the fact that lod's wisdom "is not such as that which

we under stand and name. It Th is move tm~ards nega t ion is a

sophisticated one because it proceeds upon a recogrition of the

difference between Jod's perfections ani those of creatures.

In part, the second step in the process of applying

terms to}od is undertaken by Aquinas to head off an undesirable

consequence that could arise from the first step. ?or instance,

in affirming that lod is \vise we could umlittingly be lead to

thinL of such wisdom alon5 the lines of human wisdom. This is

quite possible in view of the empirically oriented character

of human thought and langua~e. This trait is clearly evident in

the human intellect's dependency upon sense experienne, and

its habit of relying upon creaturely perfections in order to

understand the res si?;nificata of a terrr:. Lan~ua;e also part\'~aes

of this feature, for words in St. Thomas' scheme immedia~ely

signify conceptions "'it: ich are U'smse 1ves 9. bont t h in=t,s. If left

unchecked, all of t'-is could conspire to lea r l us into thir,king
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and speaking of 30d in a thoroughly anthropomorphic fashion. Such

a consequence is so~ethin~ that Aqu:nas will try to avoid at
197

all costs. Accordingly he at~empts to circumvent it in a

rather startling way in the De Fotentia passage by saying that

"Jod is no~ wise " • In doing ttis, Aquinas hopes to lead us to

the recognition that 'Jod's wisdom "transcends ty,e wisdom we

indicate and name".

The t~ird and final step in the naming process has a

bo1O-fold obje"tive. Here, in sayin-:; tbat tt'Jod is super-wise ll
,

we are trying to make the point that the preced~ng denial of the

statement tfGod is vJise rl is not to be understood to imply that

God lacks the perfection of wisdom. Yore postively, the state-

ment II God is supar-\v ise It expr as se s the po int tha t \oJ isdom exists

more perfectly in Him than it does in cr2atures.

The preceding steps, peculiar to the ascription of

names to Jod, amply attest to Aqninas l commitment to the via

n€s8.tiv§:. and v-1a affirmativa.Both have their basts in t,he
--- 198

writings of Pseudo-Jionysius who Aquinas readily ad~its he

is following in his account of the three steps. As e~ployed in

Dionysius, an1 subsequently by Aquinas and others, t~e positive

and negative ways are regarded as two ways of approachin~ 'Jod.

The former is conce~n~d with aPfirmin~ of lod those created

perfections tha~ are t~ou~ht to be appropriate to Eis nature.

Such t~ings are said to exist in God, alt~ough in a ~ore perfect
199

fashion. The possibility of such a~ affirmation is based

upon tte principle w~ich ~laims "that the perfections of creatures
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200
must be found in the Creator in a super-eminent fashion. 1I

The first step in the naming process des~ribed in

De ?otentia clearly reflects Aquinas' adheren~e to the via

affirmativa. There we saw that a name is applied to }od af~ir~-

atively because it is t~ought that its res significata really

exists in Him. The third step of this process is also expressive

of the via affirmativa, for when one says that "God is super-

wise" they are, in effect, claiming that this perfection exists

in God in a more transcendent or excellent fashion.
201

The negative way functions, in part, as a device
202

for securing some knowledge of }od. The procedure itself

consists in denying of Jod those characteristics peculiar to

finite things which are incompatible with His nature. By means

of a series of such denials it is thought that one is able to
203

attain a limited knOWledge of 30d

Now, in considering the divine substance, we should
especially make use of the method of remotion. Jor, by
its imrrronsity, the divine su-bstam;e surpasses every form
that our intellect reaches. Thus we are unable to appre
hend it by Knowing what it is. Yet we are able to have
some knowled~e of it by knowinz whAt it is not.

d • ~ 204

The knowledge arrived at is of a peculiar sort,

consisting of the awareness that 30d is different from all other
205

things. In part, the aim of negative theology (i.e., the

viane g a t i va) is toe1 i cit sueh a kL OVl 19d ge. 'T'her e is, howe ver ,

acother side to it, one which seeks to dissuade us fro~ thir.k-

ing that we can for~ulate adequate'con~eptionsof the perfections
206

that are affirmed of Jod.
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In this context, the vi~ negative, can be viewed as

an attempt, on Aquinas' pa,-'t, to instill an trintellentual
207

ascetic ism" with in us. This type of ascetic ism ende9.vours

to discourage us from thinking that because we car attribute

perfections to Jod we are thsrefore capable of fully under-

standing such thin~s through our creaturely con~eptions of them~

For example, in affirming ~oodness of Jod, we could be lead to

celieve that this can be completely understood in terrr.s of our

~onception of goodness which is derived fro~ an experien2e of

created goodness. In tris case and others, Aquinas would say

that the disparity between our con2eption and the perfection

we are trying to understand is so great that the former cannot
208

allow us to fully gra~p the latter.

fowhers is the need for this peculiar brand of asceticism

more pressing than in the process of applyin~ names to 1od. For

here we do have a natural propensity to vie T,'1 the res sigr-ificata

of such names within the fra~ework of conceptions that are

derived from, and rr.ost appropriate to, creatures and their

properties~ Accordingly, we do find the element of negative

theology err.erging in the second step of the process described

in De Fotentia. The procedure Aquinas e~ploys here is q~ite

similar to that of :be via ne~ativa, for he proceeds by way of

denial, s3yin,:; that ItGod is not wise tt
• Again a similarity is

to be found in ter~s of purpose, as Thomas undertakes suc~ a

de~ial in order to show us that God's wisdom is not to be iden-

t ified with the ';.J isdom we unders tard and narne (L e., the created
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sort). By means of tr.is move we are le2d to realize that Jod's

wisdom is different from its !;reated co\:r.terpart. ",his accords

with negative theology's goal of making the diffe;ence between

dod and all other t~ings known. Through emphasizing such a

differen~e, negative theology also seeks to dissuade us from

thinking thet our conceptions can adeq')Btely representJ-od.

In showing us that Jed'S wisdom transcends the wisdom we under-

stand, Aquinas can be seen as pursuing a similar goal, for with

this he is attempting to discourage us from thinking that we can

form an adequate conception of the divine wisdom by recourse

to our idea of created wisdom.

In a more general way we find Aquinas' use of negative

-theology vis ~ vis the divine names being expressed in his

claim that the modus significandi of a term be denied when it

is predicated (analogically) of ~od. In effect, this move

amounts to a denial of those "finite elements peculiar to our

understa.rrding of the res significata w~ich are not compatible

with Jod's perfection. Moreover, the de~ial also serves to

emphasize the great difference that exists between ~he divine

perfection and its created ~ounterpa~t.
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AQUINA3' A::rE03T I:::;::: :3}< AYJ ":'H~; PROBLEH 0::;' TE:S :tATI 0 :~o~·n''UKIS

The preceding chapter de~lt with Aquinas' modu~

signif~9andi-~ significata distinction. In our treatment of

this distinction, we wanted to show its significance and role
......

vis §:. vis religious language. In order to do this, we found it

necessary to consider the place that the via negativa assumes

in Aquinas' accolJ.nt of the divine names. Undoubtedly, the res/

modus distinction and the via nega~iva cOffi]fise important

aspects of Thomas' position. At the same time, however, it is

important to realize that there is another element in Aquinas'

interpretation of religious language, namely agnosticism. As

we shall see the agnostic element overshadows, and, in fact,

renders problematic Thomas' treatment of religious discourse.

St. Tho~as' agnosticism is acknowledged, for example,

by F. Copleston in his work Aquinas. Therein he offers us the

following description:

In Aquinas' account of our natural knowledge of the
Divine nature there is •••a certain agnosticism. ~hen

we say that God is wise we affirm of }od a Dositive
attribute; but ':J8 are not able -1::0 give any adequate
description o~ what is obj8ctively si~nified by the
term when it is predicated of Jod. If we ar~ asked what
we mean when we say that }od is wise, we ~ay answer
that we ~ean t~at loi possesses wisio~ in an infinitely

(79)
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higher degree th3n human beings. But we cannot provide
any adequate description of the content, so to speak, of
this infinitely higher degree; we can only approximate
tm'lards it by err:ploying the way of negs t ion. ~!Jha t is
a~rirmed is positive, but the positive content of the
concept in our minds is determined by our experi~nce of
creaturely wisdom, and we can only attempt to purify
it or correct its inadequacies by means of neg3tions.
Obviously enough this process will never lead to an
adequate positive understanding of the objective rr.eaning
of (that is, of what is obj8~tively signified by) the
terms predicated of 30d.

209

~learly, this is a peculiar form of agnosticisrr:, for

it does not mean that Aquinas has doubts about the exis~ence

of God. Kor does it imply that he thinks there can be no kr-ow-

ledge of Jod. Rather, this type of agnosticism, in taking

its cue from the finite character of human cognition and the

transcendence of God, claims th~t in our thought and speech we

cannot grasp the nature of God. Try as we may, God still remains

Deus Absconditus. On this point ~~quinas is quite insistent:

The first cause surpasses human understanding and speech.
Ee knows ]od best who acknowled~es that whatever he thinks
andsaysfallsushort or what 10"1 really is.

210

The most we can know of lod during our present life is
that He transcends everything that we can ~onceive of
Him -- as is clear from Dionysius.

211

In this case, the inadequacy of t'0ought and langua-;e

stems, in part, froT. the limited knoi'Jledge 1iJe hane of "}od. ~his

knOWledge comes to playa key role in explaining the limitations

inherent in cur thou~ht and speech about }01 when we view it

in relation to Thomas' dictum tha~ we name t~in~s as we know
212

(or understand) them. Religious discourse is not exempt from
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this principle as is evident in Aquinas' observation that
213

"we speak of 'Jod as we kcQl,'] P.:im ll
• For 'I'homas, the kD01IJledge

we have of Jod precedes and renders possible any discourse

about Him. Thus if we had not knowledge of God, we could
21Y-

not say anything about Him.

The importance of the epistemolo?,ical factor also

follows fro~ what we have said about 'I'homas' theory of signifi-

cation. We ~ill remember that in talkins of this theory we noted

that things can be named only to the degree to which they are

known. Names, as signs of what we know, presuppose concepts

which are themselves expressive of what is known of the things

that are named. Thus, the employment of names to designate

objects is, for Aquinas, dependent upon a prior epistemological

foundation. To the extent that religious langua~e is concerned

with the predication of names to Jod, it too must possess such

a foundation.

1ft additieft, Aqtlinas v}ould also claim that the char-

acter of what we say of God is very much dependent upon the

nature of the kno\'11edge that \oJ9 have of Him. 'rhus, if our knmv-

ledge of Jod is cOEprehensive and thorough, then our language

about ~im will be precise and unambisuaous. On the other hand if

our knowledge o~ Eim displays sore imperfection, then our language
215

about Him will also be imperfect. Aquinas' allegiance is

with the second position and because of ttis we find a ~ark~d

degree of agnosticism ir, his analysis of religious langua~e. If

we are to ~ore fully understand t~e nature and SCOTIe of this

L
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agnostic element it becomes necessary, in view of wh3t we have

said, to consider Aquinas' a~count of man's natural knowledge of
216

God.

In his treatment of man's knowled~e of Jod we find

Aquinas repeatedly sayin~ thnt the essence (or nature) of Jod
217

remains unknown to the human intellect in this life. This

observation about ~he unknowability of lod's nature is found in
21.3 219

the Su~ma Theologica ,the ~S~u~m~m~.a~C~o~n~t~.,r~a=-~J~e~n~t~i~l~e~s
220

De Veritate • ~he basis for this position is, for the most

part, to be founj in Thomas' v i"""'>J of the human knO\>Jing process.

The following would seem to bear this out, as it suggest tret

the nature of human cognition prevents man from knowing the

essence ofJ-od:

The knovJledge that :is natural to us h::Js its source in "'::he
senses and extends just so far as it can be lead by sen
sible things; from these, however, our understanding
cannot reach to the divine essence.

221

As w-e flGt€ue-arlier, the human intellect is very much dependent

upon sense experience for the knowled~e it obtains. Throug~ the

process of abstractins from sens~ ima~es, and by the use of such

ima;es in the a~t of intellection, the understanding comes to

know the formal natures of material t~ings. To the extent that

the human intellect is bound in its knowledge to a kno~led~e of

finite material things which has its source in sense experience,

the intellect can~ot come to know the essen~e of that being (i.e.,

God) which i3 neither corporeal, finite nor an object of sense

experience. ?or Aquinas, the intellect is primarily ordered ~o
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knowing the nature of material re~lity an] for this reason a

knowledge of Jod's essence is t~ousht to be unattainable. Such

a knowledge is outside of the scope of wha+. can be known by

the hurran understanding. 3y ..vay of con~ll:din:; these rer.:arks,

we turn to Gilson who provides the following account of how

the nature 6f burean kno~led;e precludes one from grasping the

divine essen~e~

In ':'homas' own \'lords, 11 in th is- life, our intellect has
a determinatB relationship to the forms that are abstr
acted from sensations". Such objects are finite. r:onse
quently, no natural knowle4~e thus formed by the human
mind can represent Jod; ~is immaterial essence cannot
be attained by means of abstraction from material things.
Generally speaking, there are no ~aterial data from
which the knowledge of a purely i~material object can
possibly be abstracted. ~oreover, sin~e all objects
na turally knowable to man are finite, no knmvledge of
them is obtainable by means of abstra~tion from sense
can possibly represent an infinite being, such as the
essence of God. In or,her words, the twofold fact that
human knowledge h8s to be abstracted fro~ sense, and
that it deals only with finite objects, makes it im
possible for us to grasp the very essence of God, such
as it is known by the blessed.

222

While Thomas claims that the human intellect ~anrot

knmoJ the essence of Jod, t\-;i3 S1.-,01)11 rIot be taken to imply that

man is incapable of knowing anyt~lng about Jod. On the contrary,

Aquinas thou~ht it indeed possible tha~ the intelle~t could

t t· 1" t d t 1 I 1·-'1 .C' -. d - T • th th' ',:l tha·~ a 1n a lffil uS na Jura_ :'nm,} eJ.?;e OLIO .N 1 . 1S sa 1-1 ,_' e

question arises as to how su~h knowled~e is possible. In li~h~

of w~at has been 8ai1 abou~ the sense-jependent cr.ara~~er of

hllman knovJledge it wouLl seen; that Aquinas I claim is dcubtflll.

Cn the basis of his episte~olo~ical rosition, t~ere would appear

to be li':tle possibility of atta~ning 3. nat'Iral kno'il12d~e of
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God:

On the principle, nihil in intellect!} 9110d 12rius non
fue~it in sensu, how can we attain knowledge of }od
when 'IJe canr~ot say ouod Dues pr ius fuer it in sensu?
In other words, on~e given tte ~ho~ist psychology a~j

epistemology, it wou11 appear t~at Thomist natural
theolosY is inevitably invalidated: we cannot transcend
the objects of sense and are deba~rej from aey knowled~e

of spiritual objects.
223

The way in which Aquinas ~itig9tes the preceding

difficulty and shows hOW, in spite of his epistemology, it is

possible to come to kr::0\., somet"~ing of Gid, has its fOI;.ndations

in his view that finite creatures~bear a likeness to their
224

cause, which is Jod. For Thomas, the h~man intellect is

capable of securing some knowled~e of 30d through the medium

of sensible thin~s because, as God's effects, t~ey serve to

represent, albeit imperfectly, sometr,ing of Him. While the

intellect's meditation upon finite t~ings does not lead to a

knowledge of }od's essence, it can, nevertheless, bring one ~o

225
the point of k-cO\"ledEe that 3odexisi:s. In ot'te rwords,

by v.}ay of finite beings one can be brousht to knov} .:that ':;'od

is, yet with this on~ still cannot know what He is:

Sensible creatures are e~fects of God which are less
than typical of the power of their cause, so knowing
t~em does not leai us to understani the ~hole power
o~ Jod and thus we do not see his essence. ~hey are
nevertheless ef~ects dependin~ fro~ a cause, qn1 so we
can at least be lead fro~ tr.~m to k~ow of JOJ that he
exists.

226
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We have seen that it is po~sible for wan to k~ow of

God that Ee exists. Can the hucan intellect increase it's k~ow-

ledge of Jod beyond t~is point? Aquinas thi~ks that this is

0ossible. One way in which this can be dane is by considering

rr:ore closely the causal relation behJeen crea.L,ure and Jod. T:ie

have said that finite beings and t~eir perfections are ordered

to Jod as effects to a cause. This implies the following: if

~od has created finite creatures which ~ossess certain per-

fections (i.e., properties), then we rr:ust know that He also
227

contains these perfections. This point follows from what

Aquinas says in Quest:on 4, Article 2 of the Su~ma Theologica.

There he notes that any perfe2tion which is found in an ef~ect

must also exist in the cause of that effect. This principle

applies to both material reality and divine reality, and on

t~e basis of it we are enabled to k~ow that every perfection

which is found in finite cre~tures must also be found in their

Gr€ator.

The preceding com.ments about the scope and limits of

man's natural knowledge of lod constitute a formidable obstacle

in attempting to delineate the semantic content of those +errs

that are predicated analogicslly of Jod. ~his point can be

clarified by consider~ng the following sta~emen~s: (a) John is

good, (b) Jod is ,;ood. Eere the t.errY' " gr;od!t is understood to be

analogous by t.he analosy of one to anoth~r in both its instan~es
223

L

of use. In tryin~ to come to ~rips with the r-:ean:ng of t!~oodlt
:.>

as used in (b) -,'e ~'r'o"ld rorrem'ber f-h,at t-n",, \ i ~ • ~ ~ • '-' 1.... :. '.. ;.....( J ..... ~ ..... inves+igatiGDs will
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be subje~t to the restrictions th3t arise in ~cnnection with
229

~homas' analysis of man's knowled;e of God. In addition to

these res~ricticns, there is another one th8~ 80mplicstes t~e

rriatter further. 'Iihile we can knOll! that }od ::'ossesses tre per-

fe~tions of creGtu~es, albeit in a ~ore perfect way, Aquinas

would add that we cannot conceive of the way in which ~e has

these perfections, nor can we conceive of their nature as they

exist in Rim:

All that which is found in ~od's effects necessarily
is first in him as their cause. So we can be sure that
every pe~fecticn found in creatures also is included in
the creator. Only here again we know that they are in
h · h L th . h' -l-h L' , +h . h'lID; w,.at, ,ey are 1[1 He, L _at., lS, ll.Q:!L 'h ey are 1.n lm,
we do not knO\oJ.
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This restriction, alon~ with the others, has the

follow ing ir.;.port for th e analo:s i~a1 us e of the term It sood" •

To begin wit~, we find that the perfection of goodness can be

ascribed to God, for as the cause of created goodness, God can

hardly be lacking in t-tis per feet ion. And in s-ayingtr.is we ape,

in effect , admitting that t;he res s ignific!:d:a of the tern: "good It

is applicable to }od. Jifficulties readily emerge ~owever once

we realize t~8t our un~1erstand.in3 of this perfer:tion is bound to

a conception of goodness that is derived from our sensible

experience of those finite entities that ITa~ifest t~is perfection.

And s~nce the property of ~oodness as found in suet t~!n~s, is

derived as an effect froIT lod, anj t~us o~ly irrperfectly re-

presents his goodness, we find th~t cur conception of goodness

will be inade'~juate for I-,he purposes of understan':En-; the hature

[

t.



of God's goodness. ~hus, to the extent that our conceptions have

such a finite reference, t~ey do Dot enable us to make much

headway in our at t:ecnpts to comprehend ':.he rreaning of the per-

fections that are a:firmed of God. Por Aquinas, this constitu~es

the basic reason for his clai, th8~ ~he res signifi8ata of terms

such as "good lt exceed our comprehension when they are predicated

(analogically) of lod.

As noted earlier, the situation is made all the ~ore

difficult with the admissisn that tee "hurr-an intellect cannot

comprehend a perfection~ mode of existence or nature when it

is attributed to lod. With respect to our preceding example,

ttis restriction has :he follovJing irrport. First, it sug-;ests

that our knowledge of the perfection only amounts to knowing

that goodness exists in God. Se80ndly, the restriction lands

us in the position of being unable to k00W the nature of lod's

goodness and its mode of existence.

question of what can be known about the ~eaning of the divine

names, we find that there is a major degree of agrosticism pre-

sent in Aquinas' analysis of reli~ious langu3~e. The agnostic

feature i3 further highlighted wit~ the admission that ~he divine

perfections are identical with God'S esseLC~ which, in turn, is
231

said tc be unknowable. ~his point, and the others ~entioned

earlier, place us -- when predicating the terre l: COd" of }od --

in the agnostic position of bein::; unabls to cle3.rly llnderstan-:i

jU3t what it is th~t is beins a:fir~ed when Jod is s3.i4 to be

r
L
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good. The semantic i~poverishment we experien0 e in this case

applies to all the terms t~at ~an be predicated analogic81ly
232

of lod • This consequence, pessimistic as it may be, is

inescapable in the face of Aquinas' observations about ~an's
~ 233

(natural) k~owled~8 of lode

Another way one can br5ng out the agnostic element in-

herent in Thomas' treatment of religious language is by recon- .

sidering the modus significandi. Our earlier discussion identifies

the Eodus of a ter~ with the way i0 which the intellect under-

stands the res significata of the term. We saw that t~is is

effected by recourse to one's experience of the perfection as

it is found in creatures. Jiven Thomas' analysis of human

cognition it cannot be any other way. In term's of our earlier

example, this means that our understandin;; of what Itgood lt sign-

ifies is squarely based upon our experience of human goodness.

Yet at the same time Aquinas repeatedly recommends that the

meD..1!2. sign-ifica-ndi o-f a term he disregarded when it is predicated

of Jod. If we cannot think of goodness except in terms of

crEated goodness, and if our conceptions of this are, as Aquinas

insists, radically inappropria~e to the divine g00dness and th~re-

fore must be disregarded, what then remains in the way of some

inte llig i ble content 'tihen the term It good II is pr ed ica ~,ed of 'Jod?

It would seerr that very little, if any remains, for the

denial of the modus significandi in this case amounts to a

denial of the applicability of QQ£ nonception of ~oodness.

From this the a~nostic conclusi·on readily follows. Interestingly



enough, Aquinas seems to be aware of t~is. In the Summa Theo-

logica he writes:

Dionysius says that affirmations about lod are vague
or, according to anoth~r translatioG, incongruous,
inasmuch as no name can be applied to }od according to
its m00e of signification.

234

In attempting to mitigate the agnostic consequences

of Aquinas' position, a t~eist could perhaps adopt the following

strategy. In considering our preceding example he would say

that some meaning is retained "Jten the term "good" is used of

God because we are affirming ttat goodness does indeed exist
235

in Him. 'dhen viewed in t~is way, the statement lI}od is good ll

would means that ttGod possesses r?oodnes~ in an infinitely
236

higher degree than human beings. 1I Unfortunately this move

still does not allow for some positive idea of the divine good-

ness; for, if this exists in an infinitely higher degree so as

to transcend the only goodness that we can understand and name

(i.e., th-e human sort), ther the agnostic COnCrl1Sidn WOtrld still

seem to result. This approach brin~s us not nloser to an under-

standing of the res significata of the term ltgood" when it is

predicated of Jod. In fact, by stressing the disparity between

created and divine goodness to such a degree, it serves to under-

write the agnostic 00sition.

With the failure of the preced:ng strategy, the theist

could adopt another approach. ~~is could consist in saying that

the intelligible content of a divine predicate ~a[; be filled
237

in, to some degree, by appealing to t~e via negativa. For

r-
L



In the lat~er work

(i.e., a conceDt~on of human goodness). We find this type of

90.

instance, it is t~oll:::;ht that vIe can approximate towards

some idea of the divine goodness by re~oving the imperfe~tions

and limitations attendant upon our ccn~e~tion of goodness

238
ap~roach being advanced by ]opleston in his studies of Aquinas

239
and in his work :':;;onternporary Philosophy.

Copleston is concerned with the perennial problem of explain-

ing the rreaning of the divine predicates. After talking about

the need for analogy in this matter, he introdu~es an interesting

distinction bebJeen a te!'m's Itobjective meaning" and its " subject
240

ive meaning". For Copleston, the objective meaning of a term

is to be ident ified vI i th IIthat "In ich is a~ tua lly re :'ered to by
241

the term in question." On the other hand, the subjective

meaning of the terI:l refers to "the meaning-con":ent 'I,I/hich the
242

term has or can have for the human mind." In effect the two

modes of rreaLing constitute a distinction:

....bet--\'1€enthat ~hieh is objectivetyref-ered to or
"meant" by a term and my understanding or conception
of what is refered to.

243

When tris distinction is applied to an expression such as "God

is intelligent" the folloWing resnlts. The ob,jective rr.ear:ing of

the term "intelli~ent" is to be identified with the divine in
244

telligence. The subjective meaning of' tr~e tern: is tlits

. t t· . d 't h' h r< l"t b .mean1ng-con,en 1n my own m1n ,w ll~., vop es on 0 serves, is

derived fro~ an experience of h'.1rran intelligence. The situation

becomes further ccmplicated with the realization that:
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• • • the "objective !:lear_ ng" of the terms predic3.ted of
God transcends our expe~ ance. Hence it cancot be posi
tively and adequ3.tely described.

245

In the face of this one undertakes to purify tre

subjective meaning of the term ltintelligent". '1'his process of
246

pur if ica t ion is effected by r ec our se to the via nega t i"a.

In the present con~ext; the negative approach vlill seek to

eliminate those elements comprising the subjective meaning of

the tern: that are incompatible with God's intelligen~e. Because

the subjective meaning of the term is based upon human intelli-

senee, the via negativa Will, in effect, be concerned with the

elimination of those features peculiar to such intelligence.

The appeal to the via negativa is made for the following reasons.
247

Firstly, it avoids anthropomorphism and serves to bring the

subjective meaning of a t2rm more in line with it's objective

meaning (i.e, the divine inteLligen~e). Secondly, it is t~ought

that by employing the negative way one can, through the purifi-

ca t ion of the subj ect i TJe me 9.n ing , approximate toward s some idea

of the divine intelligence.

Clearly, t~er~ are a nurnbnr of problems with the pre-

-~eding type of approach. Firstly, t~e e~ployr::ent of the via

nggatiy£ could easily result in a complete loss of meaning when

terms ar9 predic3.ted of Jod. As we saw, the recommendation thqt

the sub.je~tiTJe mea.r.~n:; of the ter~r: f1intelli:sentll b" purifip.d

involves the elimination of those ~mper~ections at~enjant upon

human intellisen~e. ;t the saTe tirr:e, ~owever, :opIGs~on a~know-

ledges t~at hurr:an intellisence is that fro:?: \vhich the rr.ear;ing-
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content of the term is derived. Now if we proceed to purify the

meaning-content by way of neg~tions, would we not also f'nd our-

selves gradually evacuating any positive meaning that the term

could have for us? ?or thst which is being eliminated by tne

v 1a nega t iva is prec ise ly 1,vhat const i tutes the trean ing-content

of the ter:n for us -- those features ~haracteristic of human
243

intelligence which are not compatibie with God's intelligence.

~opleston would atterrpt to mitigate this difficulty by saying

that complete asgnoticism is avoided by acknowledging the" object-

ive meaning of the ter:J. Presumably he means by this that the

term "intelligent", \oJhen used of God, retains some intelligible

content because it signifies a property that He truly possesses.

This response is quite ineffectual for if, as 80pleston readily

admits, the divine intelligence (i.e., the objective meaning of

the term) transcends our experience, th9n one can have no know-

ledge of it.

negative originates froIT: a presupposition that it S82m3 to re-

quire. In talking of ~he negative way, Aquinas observes that it

is dependent upon sorr.8 prior knmvledge of ',rod:

The rr.eanJ_ng of nesat ion ahJays is founded in an affirm
ation, as a~pears from the fact that every negative pro
position is protled by an affirmative cne; conseq11ently,
unless the hl'man lInderstand ing kne\'l something of ,Jod.
affirmatively, it could deny ~othin~ of Joi.

249

I·
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Thus, the via nega t iva req~lires, for its very pOS.3 i bi 1 i ty, some

positive knowledge of God. Only when we already know somet~ing

of 10d are we then able to deny of Him those t~in~s that are
250

incompatible with ~is nature. In terms of ~opleston's a8count

this would have the following implica~ions. In order to purify

the subjec~ive rr:eaning of the term ftintellisent" 1;]8 would, on

Aquinas' ad~ission, have to yossess so~e prior knowled~e of Jod.

For example, one could pin-ooint a specific feature of human
251

intelligence) sayjthe ability to grasp conclusions quickly,

and claim that this must be eliminated because it is not compat-

ible vlith lod's intelligen;e. But how could one possibly knovl

this unless they had some knowledge of J.od's intelligence that

would enable them to see that th~ preceding feature of human
252

intelligence was not appropriate to God? Such a knowledge

hm<lever does not seem possible on :oplestor,'s aC0.ount, for he

insists that the "objective :near::.ing of the terms predicated of

God transcend our experien:':e. II Furtherm

, wrt":Dut -this p<Jsl ti7(j

knowledge of Jod be~ng available, how could one know what to

deny in purifying the subjective meaning of the term? How would

one knm.] hovl far :-;0 ::;0 in th is process? Em-! ~oul"l one kno'4 they
253

were proceeding in the right way? In the abscence of some

positive knmJledge 0::' }od, vIe 'would have no ba3is for gllid 'ng

us ic these matters.

In View of the preceding dif~iculties, it would seem

t'r;at the appeal to t:he via negativa to est'3.blish sorre content in



the divine predicates is destined to fail. ?or one t~ing it is

a dangerous undertaking because it can all too readily lead to

agnosticism. In addition, the procedure itself presupposes a

knowled~8 of Jod that does not seem available.

In the preceding section we attempted to show that

Thomas' employ~ent of an310~y to predi~qte names of }oj is

much more agnostic and negativ8 in effect then has usu~lly

been supposed. ~e tried to establish this 80nclusion by

considering Aquinas' theological use of analogy in r~19tion to

his com~ents on man's natural knowLedge of Jod, and his
2~

employment of the ~/modus distinction. These points along

with his theory of significa~ion suggest the following. In

view of the God/creature relationship, one can affirm that

certain perfections exist in lode This is to say that the ~

si~nificata of those terms that are predicated 8nalogi~ally of

God can be ~laimed to truly exist in Him. At the same time,

however, one finds themselves in the agnostic position of not

being able to understand the ~ si~nificata of the ~erms that

are used in this way. Admittedly, this "onclusion is quite

agnostic in ~taracter; yet, we do think that it is justified

in view of our examination of the above points. In addition,

we recognize that it is clearly at odds with some in~e~pretat,ions

255
of Aquinas whi~h sug~est that his use of analogy serves ~o

underwrite the intelligibility of reli~ious lan~u8~e. If our

a~alysis ha3 been correct, it woulj seem ~hat su~h optimistic

assessments 0: analo~y are fundamentally mist3Ken.
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Oddly enou~h, our ~on2lu3ion ~ould prob8bly ha~e

little effe2t upon :\quinas. ;::e would, 1,118 think, 8gree 'tlith

our admittedly agnostic reading of theologi~al analogy. Me

have tended to reg3rd the presence of the agnosti~ ele~8nt

in ~homas' analysis of religions langua~e as proof that the

appeal to analogy does not, as regards the divine names,

effect to any appreciable degree, their seman~ic clarity.

For most, this rather pessimistic cDnclusion would have little,

if any, positive value. In contrast, Aquinas ~ould view this

matter in a radically different way.

In his exa~ination of whau man can and cannot know

of God, Aquinas observes that the human intellect reaches the

point of perfection in its knowledge of lod when it realizes

that His nature remains unknown. ~he ~os: sunreme knowledge
256· -.-

of God that the intellect can attain consists in knowing

that God's essence (or nature) transcends all that can be

tt:ought an1 n satd of Him.

The first cause surpasses human understanding and
speech. He knows 30d best who acknowled~es that
whatever he thinks and says falls short of what
:}od really is.

257

~hus, the surrmit of our natural kno~ledge of lod
253

'~onsists of a tYr:e of "learned ignorance"

advance to the point of knOWing that we 10 ~ot know ~is

essence:

for it is ~hen ~bo~e all ~hat ~he mini dwells more
perfe~tly in ~tg knowled~~ of }od, wh~~ it is
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known that Pis essen~e is above euery~ting thgt
can be apprehended in the present state of life.
And so, though the deity remains unknown according

't' , '+~olf +h°r>C) .~ (to h' h das 1 1S ln 1 ~Q--- , J' ~ _ lQ u a. 19 er " egree
than ever) knowledge of 10d according as ~e is.
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Throughout his writin~s, we find Aquinas repeatedly

emphasizin~ the point that }od is to be understood as 0el1s

Absconditus. According to Aquinas, our conceptual and

linguistic atte~pts to ~rasp Jod do not alter this situation.

~hat we take to be the failure of theological analogy - its

inability to prOVide any deter~inate semantic content for the

divine predi~ates- is, for Aquinas, something of an acheivement.

For, in realizing that we cannot adequately comprehend the

res si~nificata of those terms that are used analo~ically of

God, we are, in effect, comins closer to apprehending God as
260

he truly is. In the final analysis, the employment of

analogy to predicate names of God manages to acheive something

positive, for it serves to eli~it an awareness of how little

WSH know of ~d.- Ar±G.-th i-s, AquLaa s wenId sa-y, ts- an ~x-t,r-emtrly

significant piece of informa~ion.

In the preceding section, we examined in some detail

the agnostic element that arises in Aquinas' treatment of

religious lan~ua~e. We suggested that ~he appeal to anJlogical

usage does not serve to clarify the semanti~ content o~ the

divine predi:-:ates. In tte final analysis; Aqllinss' appeal to

analogy does no more than encol1ra~e us to 30ldier on in

ignorGnce, secure in tr.e knowledse that loi ioes indeed

[,ossess th~ perfe~tions \.;e a+:.tribu+:.e to '-'i:11, even tholJ.sh '~le
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are at a loss to unjerstand them.

Slsarly, these results are problematic for OTle \I]~O

would claim that analogy can provide an in~elli~ible a~nount

of religious langua~e while avoiiing ~he theistic pitfalls

of anthropomorphism and agnosticism. 2ven if it were possible

to mitigate, in some way, the preceding agnostic dif~iculties,

there wouli still be other problems with the theological use

of analogy. Perhaps ~he most formidable of these involves the

issue of the ratio communis of analo~ous terms.

The expression "ratio corr.munis lt is usually taken to

mean "com:non notion" or Itcommon r.cee.ning!!. Among students of

analogy there exists substantial agreement on the importance

of this notion for analogical usage. In talkin'S of the ratio

. ......"'.... f . th" fcommunlS one lS, 1n eLl-ecL., ocuslng on ~_Je corrmon ~ore 0

meaning lt that renders a term an310gous in its instances of

use. In the absence of such a comrr.on core of meanin; a term

wouEl oecom.e completely equ1vo:9.1. Yost :ommen':ators, both

medieval and modern, ~ould therefore agree that in some

sense there rrust be a ratio cOfr.munis in all an3.10solls

predications of the same term. Ttus, the possibility of

analogical usage and the r8tio commnnis are irrevocably

bounj together.

The jifficulties surrounding 7:.he r::ltio corr.mllni.§.

become all too apparent when atte~pts ar~ made to provije a

detsiled explanation of it. Illustration3 of this are fOllnd

in the re~en~ studies by F. Hayner, I.Y. 30chenski, anj



w. forris 81arke which seek to elucidate the ~eaning of the

r8tio com!TIllD..1.s of ar!alogous ":.eI'ffis. As 1;Ie she.ll see, e'Jch of

these accoun":.s is subject to nertain failin~s. A~ the sa~e

time however they merit examination because ttey serve to

hi~hligbt the major problems that are assonia":'ed wi+.h the

notion of the r~tiQ ~om~unis.

In an article entitled ttAnCtlo~ical Predt~3tionlt,

Faul ;{ayner undertakes an exarr;ination of the use of 3nalogy

in religious lan~ua~e. ~e begins his article with a
261

exposition of the Thomist position.

bY1 i o f'......... "-' .....

bypass this part of ~he article as the subje~t has already

been ~onsidered in the preceding pa~es of this study. After

outlining the ~homistic Viewpoint, Eayner proceeds to offer

this critical assessment of it:

This account of the analogy between lad -'3nd ;:Tis
creatures can scarcely be resarded as satisfa~tory.

Jespite the denial that asnosticism is its
necessary result, its supporters are at a loss to

_ explain in what wa-7/ict -mak€s pes~iBh:- tTns
statements abou~ Jod. Indeed it must be admitted
that the perfections attributed to 10d sre in ~i~

in a '.'Jay 1,vhich is "'Ilholly in('ommensur~lble "lith their
mode 0;: being in creatures". '110 ir:voke I-:h8 use of
analogy at this point is merely to beg ~he question.
?or it is-'lear t:hat a "perfec+,ion" sU':h 3S

"intellL;ence" ~9Y be ,3.f;+riblJ.~:ed to -}od only as a
finite effect of ttat whi2h is its Infinite ~au5e.

And to say th3t such an effe~t can be said to
rese:1lbls -}od "::.;olely a~~ordin·~ '-:0 3nalo:,;y" is,
in +hc Qb-cr:~o o~ qny "nC"l'Pi" oY1 ~crcrln li~or:e""

-...J ~ J "-" '.C- ::J....... 1 -.... .L'_ • oJ ....-' '_ "_ 1. .. ..L. :s -...,; 1:::' _ -~ .&............:::J ..:> ,

to invoke ano+her analogy ~o explain ~~e 3nalo~y in
qu~stion, and ~hus to fall i~to ~n infiri'-:e regress
of an8lo~i~al ex~lan3tions. ~he i2rOr~nc.e Nhi~h we
s II f :> co r ~ + t-l-, ~" y-" i r: r ~" !1 C" ~ t ~ l- .~ 1" be" n" Y1 -:' ". -'~ ~," .", .... 0 ~,O-'-:." -'.J ".:: L. ;j. O. 1 __ , "._ o~ ir:·~

+' .l' .- r1" , ":,0 .11 SOD, SlL28 ','le narl r.s'/c;r !<.no·vl -..10'] S esserY"s in
this life. 3ut i~ so, the appeal to 1n~10?y in +-he
first place loses its polr:t.

- 262
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In '1i2v1 of ':hese agcost:i':: ~onseql]en~es, "ayner

suggests ~hat a refor~ulaticn of the gnalo~y theory is in

ord.er:

••• what we need is a rede=iLition of 'analogy'.
This term itself must be so defined as to
enable us to use it without ending in agnosti8ism.
But at the same tirre we want to remain faithful
to the tradition which r.aintains at least a
difference in kind between }od and thin~s.

263

Hayner's redefinition of analogy incorporates the

following proposal:

The suggestion here proposed is that, in order to
employ analogical predication in religious
discourse, we must hold that any two entities
standing in an analogical relation to each other,
including the Jeity, must have a minirr:um of one
property in co~mon.

264

Hayner feels that this account of analogical usage

avoids the problems of both anthropomorphism and agnosticism.

A closer look at his interpretation of analogy reveals how

thisl-s ef-fe-et-B€l o-'T'ebegin with,·:;e-n-sidt:l!' t-he follov1ing

l

The term II loves" is thou'Sht to funci:.ion

statements: (1) A child loves her father.
265

her boyfr iend.

(2) A girl loves

analogically in both its instances of use. In view of Uayner's

redefinition of such usage, this entails the following.

The term "loves II (ie., as used of a ·-'hild) signifies
1

a complex or combination of properti<.:s(eg., B.';.C) 8n::l "loves"
2

(ie., as used of a girl) signifies another ~ombination of
266

properties (es., IAT). In this s8herre, 'w::'voC'i:y or iier:tity
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of meaning is avoided because the complex of properties signified

by "10ves II is diffs!'c:nt :'ron the ~ombination of properties
1 267

signified by "loves fl. .U the same time ~or.:ple+,e e~uivocity

2
is also avoi1ed because at least one of the properties si~nified

by "loves It is identi'~al T1Jith one of the properties founrl in the
1 268

signification of "loves ". rrhat \.vhich is common to .J:he ter3i "loves",
2

in both its instances of use, is the property A.

Hayner proceeds to claim that this interpretation

also holds good for the analogous predication of na:nes to J.o1
269

and man. lor example, when the term "love " is employed

analogically of man and }od we find the following:

••• !tlove" 'when predic~ated of }od is understood
to signify a combination of properties wbi~h is
different from the combination of properties

. ·n· d b Hl II h· -'1' t d" nslgnlI l8 y ove w, en preu.IJn'8.'8 or !!Jan. ",n j
th th ' ~ d Lh ~+ + t ~ !l -, d' 1 IIe O.~ "er nan·, :.. e :::J ~a ~er:en 1..e. ,-roo lS ove.
is not co~pletely eQuivocal either, for the
combination of properties signified by "love"
when predicated of God includes at least one
property in the combination of properties signified
by that term when predi~8ted of man.

270-

Hayner's account of a~alogy and religious language

amounts to this. In the sentences U'}od has love for his creation"

and ttA father has 10V8 for "'is chiUren lt
, the "'Oir:[(Ion term is

used analo:;i~ally. =n 93Ch instance of use, :he ter!rl Itlove" is

thousht :0 si6nify a ccmbin3+:ion of prop~rf:ies. m~,us, "love 1I

1

(Le., "love" 3.S used of God) signifies the properties XYZ, and

1I10ve II (i.e., 1l10ve " as uc:pd f "I-h ) . Of'~~ o~ a .1. a ,."e!:' sl~nl les
2

prop!';rties FYT. T'r:e resson for clairdns "that 1l1ove "
1

the

functions
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analogically \.Jith r'Jspec:' to "love tI lies in the admission
2

that both have at one property in co~mon. The Hr:or:rP.on

notion", or what the S~holastics would call the ratio co~rr.unis

of the analo~ous term, is ~o be identified with the property Y

which is common to ~he signification of "love ll in boJ...h its

instances of use. lollowin~ ~ayner we could say that Y stands
271

for the property of t'having tender concern" 0

~ith this in~erpretation the proble~ of a~nosticism

is clearly avoided; for, the ratio ~orr.~unis of the term is
272

readily discernible. Any di~ficulty with the meaning of

"love II vJonld be quickly allelliated "Jith the recognition that
1

the term signifies, amoun~ other things, the prop2rty of

tender con~ern which is also included in the signification

of tllove It. The vital link that relates the meaning of "love It

2 1

to that of Itlove " is the property of tender concern vJhich both
2

Ged and man -;')hal' e •

One should realize that the preceding account openly

grounds analo~ical usase on a univo~al core of meaning. ?or

exaEple, the term, t'tender ':'oncern" , liJhir:h constitues the ratiQ

f-

L

"love ", sigDifies
2

the sarre property in

-"or Eayner, ~nalo~y is no more than a

both instances of i~s US2.
273

function univocally.

ilnnordl'ncrly... .>0""" ..., J ':-.J " it can be seen to

variation on a univo~al theme.

It is to Eayner's::::redit that: he ~nti~ipates +:he
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theistic objection ~hat his account of analo;y may do violence
274

to the tlmajesty" or transcendence of 'rod. Fresumably t;te

theist thinks that by relyin~ upon a sa~eness of properties,

rayner's position on 8nalo~ical usa~9 opens the door to

anthropomorphism. In response to this worry ~ayner observes

that

I believe such !lmajestylt, or transcendence is
preserved by the cir~umstances that the terms
predicated of Jod signify a combination of
properties vlhich is unique and hence qU.9.1itatively
different from t~ose si~nified by t;he same terms
when predicated of other things. The fact that
God may be said to share some prope~ties with Eis
creatures does not, in itself, necessarily impugn
Eis"majestytl inasmuch as Fe may still be regarded as,
in some sensE, qualitatively "above lt His creatures.

275

In terms 0: our earlier example, Hayner's poin~ can

be illustrated in this way. Anthropomorphism is thought to

be circumvented by the stipulation that the combination of

properties signified by I'lo\'e It (Le., XYZ) is different from
1

t-h€-CemB inC!. t-iorro-f properties stgniftBd- -by'~1:c)'\re+ttr.e~, PYT}.
2

Presumably by this Rayner means that the properties X and Z

in tllove II have nothing in common with the pro"8erties F and 'T'

1
in "love ". 1/iith this Eayner thinks that a suffi~ient. degree

2
of difference is present so as to safe~llard the transcendence

and majesty of God.

The attr3~tiveness of ~ayner's treat~ent of an1losY is

to be found in its clarity. It is particu13rly appe~li~g in

view of his e~rlier ~omrnents about ~he i~abili~y o~ the Thomist

position to provi1e an adequate a'count of ~he likeness (i.e.,
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the ratio ~ommunis) that obtains in an310~i~al usage.

'='here is liti~le doubt tha::: .t:ayner's redefinition of

an&logy is a neat 0iece of work. The :beist, however, ~ouli
~ 276

find it totally unacceptable. The reason for this should

already be evident. !or ~ayner, analo~ical usa~e is dependent

upon the analo~ates having one or more ~roperties in com~on. In

effect, this Teans that such usage has a univocal ~ore of

meaning. In their treat~ent of relisious langua~e, Aquinas and

others clearly display a ~arked aversion to univocity. This

form of us~ge is to be avoided at all costs because of ~he

anthroporeorptic ~onsequen~es it effects. The prohibition

against univo~ity in religious discourse has its basis in a

conception of 30d that views Him as having LO properties in
277

commam"vlith ·'::reatures. Accordingly, the .L..heist could hardly

accept a theory of analogy that would "iolate this corcep~ion

of God. Hayner's attempt to answer the chEuge of anthropotrorphism

-Vl-OLU-d_ -no +- -p-lOl: eate- tn-e ti~e-ist, f-or, noma.".:-ter how much rre -talKS

of a difference in combinations of properties, the fact still

remains that Jod and man have some properties in ~ommon. ~his

admission and i:'s univocal consequences would be anathema to

the theist.

There are additiorJ?l problems ,vi~h ~~ayner's appr03ch

to ~r9107Y ~l·rstlyd j. -':l. - v.,-, in admittin~ tha~ analo~ical usa~2 has a

univocal foundation, his account stanis opposed to ~he

3cholastic dictum ths.t analo~y is a true via m~"lia bet\veen

total univocity arld totale~luivocity• .3ecordly, Hayner's
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redefintion of analo~y does not address itself dire~tly to

the problem as envisioned by 3t. Tho~as ani others. ~ore than

anything else it constitutes an evasion of the difficulty.

Aquinas was clearly eware of the alternative of a univocal

account of reli~ious langua~E. For a number of reasons he

found it 8omple~ely unacceptable. The real problem for Aquinas

centred upon prOViding some explanation of the meaning of the

divine predicates that was not grounded upon either univocity

or com91ete equivocity. Hayner's proposed solution merely

bypasses Aquinas' problem by presenting an account of religious

language that rests upon something Thomas was aware of and

subsequently rejected.

I.M. Bochenski provides us with an approacb to the

problem of the ratio communis of analo~ous terms which relies

upon formal logic. His formulization is pres2nted in a work

entitled The ~o~i8 of ~elizion. There 30chenski undertakes

••• '.vhenev2r a term of FD IT. e. ,
is used in:tD [.a., religious
meaning it has in PD is partly
which it has in FD, an1 partly

profane discours'iJ
discourseL the
identicar'with that
different.

273

~ith this definition in view, Bochenski pro~eeds to

deal \¥ith the issue of the ratio ~or-:munis by atterr.pting to

delineate the identical ele~ent that is oresent in both
279

instan~es of the 3n~logous US? of a term. ~e begins his

analysis by consid8ring lI a bsolute properties" 'lnd reLl"-:ions as

possible candidates for the role of the iden~i~~l ele~2nt.
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The alternative of "absolute properties" is qnit;kly

rejec~ed because its employLsnt would be at odds with traditional

theism's emphasis upon the transcendence of }od. Specifically,

it \lJould not square '.d th the; la im +-,ha t (lod ani man can have no
230

properties in common.

~he preceding difficulty leads 30t;henski provisionally

to claim that the common (i.e., identical) element in analogical

usage is relational. Ee soon realizes hoitJe'ler that the move to

relations is also prob18ma~ic. The relations whi;h co~pri3B

the meaning of a term in PJ are not, Bochenski claims, to be

found in its meaning when used in RD. lor example, consider the
231

term "father lt
• Bochenski observes t:ha~ in ordinary usage

~
i
r.

this term means a Il se t of relations" that iisplay physiological,

psychological, and sociological ~haracteristics. Poweqer, when

'"ip tv urr:l to f'o"'~l'de'" .... "'I'l I'SO 01" th'~ to"'m l'n ,....0..,ne n +1·o r ' 'll'th "0;1~Y...... _~ Ll.:::J. J.. 'Jl..:·.... J. '- ..:... 'J.L.:J -.JV ...... L_ ' ..... 11l .... '..J .1"" Jl J'"J.,

we find that none of these relations obtain. ?or l' r ~-t-':)n""'o_ 10 ..'J.~~, one

is ~omprised of a physiological relation; for, Jod is traditionally
232

believed to be incorporeal.

It 1.<lould then seem that a relational account o~ I-he

ratio communi~ is inadequate because of the preceding dirficulties.

?here is, however, ano~her alternativ~ that is raised by 30chenski.

It ~onsists in clsicins that the ~ommon (i.e., identical) el~T.ent

type are~roperties of ~his

~eanin~s 0: an 3nalo~ous ~erm are "the ~ormal

233
of relations".properti"2S

234
exemplified in ~he lo~ical features of sy~~etry 3nd transitivity.
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The presen~ account ~onstitues 20~henski's final

position on the ques~ion of the ratio no~munis of anqlo~ous

n3rres. ~he explication of the ra~io ~ommunis in terms 0:

common notes else-

1JJhere, the concept of "isorr:orphy,t 'vJhich refers to

••• the identity of two formal struc~ures,

i a o~ .J..1 10 re-l-'Jortrs oF' ra1a+-l""n'"' r'l'ml'l~r_ =....... ; J.. :J I,: 1·... V-' {l. ...L. .~ .. '-. 'J oJ .::>, ...:> iLL _c'o(.

only in their purely formal properties, but in
these iientic3.!.

235

In sonsiiering Bocher-ski's accoun~ of the ratio

communis i~ is important to note that the soncept of isomorphy

only pertains to the analogy of proper proportionality. On

30chenski's view, this is the most appropriate species of

analogy for religious discourse. In ~ontra3t, we find that the

analogy of attribution is not assigned a role in religious
286

langua:;e.

hith respect to the analogy 0: (proper) propor~ionality,

TIcYch-e-nski'-s -ac:~ouryt of 1';he ratio cbrrrrfunls a.pplies In thefoilO'.·Jing

way. ~e remember that this type of analogy is ch3.rQct?rized by

a relational stru;ture. Specifi~ally, it consists in a similarity

that obtains between two rela~ions (proportions). ~~~ordins to

r

L

this similarity is reducible to an identity bef-;',I,leen

the forx3.1 properties thqt ~t3ra~terize bot~ of ~he relations.

In this is to be round the rqtio corrmunis o~ those ter~s ~hat

are analo~ous by the gnalo~y of (proper) propor~io~9lity.

"""here ':3.n be lil-;-I-,le loubt th.g~ 30hecski I s in+-,erpret.a tion

0: the ratio'Of'lffilJnis sl-.anis 3.3 a 'laluable ~or:tribnt;ion to the
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study of analogi~al usage. Its principle merit consists in

its elucidation of the logical stru~ture of su~h usa~e. At the

same time, however, one s~ould realize ~hat it is subject to

some major shortcomin?,s.

To begin Iii i th, ltJe should note ths t 30-~henski' s a~count

joes not Dossess a su:ficient degree o~ latitude to resolve

fully the proble~ of ~he ratio cOFl~unis. ?arlier, we remarked

that the notion of iso~orphy only extends to the analogy of

(proper) proportionality. ?or this reason Eo~heLski's a~count

is un3ble to provije us 1J1ith any assisstg,nce in explaining the

ratio ~ocmunis of terms that are subject to the analogy of

two to a third (i~2., Cajetan's analogy of attribution) or the

an310gy of one to another. This lack is particularly troublesome

with respect to the latter type of analo~y; for,Aquinas seems to

claim a key role for it in religious language.

?ro~ what we have said it is apparent that Bochenski's

little bearing upon the actual meaning ;ontent of an110~ous

terms. ?or example, consider these statemen~s: (1) A father

loves his children, (2) }od loves his creation. TIere the term

Illoves " is under3tooJ. to function a.r:alo:3ically ac;ording to t:he

analogy of proper proportio~ality. On 30ctenski's r~aiin;, ~he

COffiEon (i.a., identical) ele~ent amounts to the set of formal

properties that ~haracterize the relaf-,iorl3.1 term Itloveslt in

bo~h (1) anj (2). ?rom 3. seD.&n~i~ vi~wpoint, ~his type o~

approach cannot bu~ help appe3r inadequate bec3use it offers
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no insight into the -~ommonali~y of non~ent that pertgins to the

~in?, of rtloves" in (1) and (2). 30..:~hen3ki's ~oje of 9I61ysis

cannot assist us in ~~is vital matter because it does uot

address itself to ~he se~an~ic fa~tor that is at play in the

ratio co~munis of ~nalogous terms. Jor this reason, his

constitutes an inad.equate approa::h +'0 th2 proble"! of the ratio

communis.

An approach that is quite di~~erent from Hayner's or

Bochenski's is to be found. in W. Norris Clarke's article,"Analogy

and the Meaningfulness of Language About God". Here we

find a discussion of analogy and religious lan~uag2 from the

Tr.omist viewpoint. In part, Clarke'S arti~le can be seen as a
237

resfonse to a nu.mber of criticisms made by Kat 1"ielsen.

Among other things, Nielsen takes issue with t,he ~homist

dictum that analogy is a true via rredia betvleen uni'loC'ity and

total e~lJ.ivocity. Specifically, he claims that the similarity

instances of use can only be intelli~ibly explained by

appealing to a proRerty or set of properties that the analogates
23~

share in com~on. In effect, t~is ~eJns ~hat analogical
239

usage rests upon a univocal core of me9nin~.

In ~onsijering tbis account of analogy, :l~rke

ri·~htly obse!'ves ~h3t beJ:,ween :--eilser: and l-.he -'homis+: tr,:-:ji ":ion

there exists a major di~fe~en~e in ~heir r~spentive approanhes

to f"r"'lOCf1.· .... "'l u::ro7"'29Q,"'." .... ~ , '" '1" 0 'r-' m Yl "0('· ... ·n 11.• G.U·~ ., ~~. ~C"::·_. ,,1...:> ~)n oe ._xJc'r~ss-l ._:o~e ;:,P_~lcl·.~9 y

by sayin~ that ~he point of dif~8ren~e cente~3 upon t~e w~y in
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which each party understands the ratio communis of ~he

ar:310goDs term.s:

Thomists would aj~it••• that in some si~nific3nt

serlse there !YlD.S+-. be some co:-r:n:on ;~ore of !near~irlg

in all an810scus predications of ~he same ~erm,

for otherwise it ~oull not function as one term
and 20ncept. 5ut theY insist, on the other hand,
that this ~ommon ~ore of ~eaLir:g is not there
fore univocal, but remains analogous, similar
in-di~ference, or diversely similar.

291

It would seem that the differen~es in this ma~ter

are clearly drawn. On the one hand there are those such as

Hayner and ~eilsen who insist that ths common core of

meaning can only be explained by recourse to common properties.

In turn, this means that analogy has a univocal foundationo

On the other hand, \Ve find 81ar ke and much of the Thomist

tradition rejecting this univo~al interpretation, sug~esting

instead that the Latio communis of ane.logons t,erms is itself
292

analogous or "diversely sLnilar".

position. !ir3tly, it is not at odds with the 3n.holas~ic

conception of analo~y as a vis media between univo~ity and

complete equivocity. 3e~ondly, when applied to religious

1 ~n:7ua:~c; lll'S ar>n01Jr.+- 01" "r.~lo·l"Y ,-'Joas r·o+ vl'ol""t o f\rl'inas'.:::t 1::>:.J "'-, I. _ _~•.' ....... • 1 'J _ _t 1 _1.. _ :...) .J.'~ • 1... 'J ..A V ""'- .). '-i _' _ .J.\,.

basic dict'lm f:hat no"',hing is 33.1::3. of ~oi 3nd ffi9n tlnivo~811y.

~hirdly, inas~uch as ~13rke's posi~ion 102S not 1epeni upon a

univo-:al elem.ent, i~ does no:' lea::1 :;0 8n+:hroy;0::lorphi~ COL'3eq 1lences

when used in r?lig~ou3 discourse.

r

L

\he ?to~istic in+-erpre+:ation
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of the ratio ~0:11munis is still sl1bje~t -':0 a number of probler:s.

Ferhaps ~he ~ost sar~ous of these aris~s in ~onnection with

the use of analo~y in r91i~ious lan~usse.

Consider ~he following sentences: (1) 10d loves his

c res t ur e s , (2) A f a ~he!' 10" e s his c l: i 1d r en. A the is+' ,;.] ': 0

adopts the rnhomist '803i1-:ion ltJOuld clai:n ':",hat the t:erm "loves tr

functions analo~ically in bo~h (1) and (2). ~ith ~his said he

would also have to admit, on pain of rendering such usage

completely equivocal, that there is sornet~in; ~o~mon to ~he

tera: "loves ll in both its iDstan~es of use. 'T'he admission of

ratio £.or1ffiunis follo'.I]s from the observation made earlier by

Clarke that there must be II some common ~ore of meaning in
293 "-

all analogous predi~ations of the S3~e ~erm. In the

the

L

present context, the ratio~o!T:munis of the term "loves lt could

be designated by the expressioll "tenderconcern". How the

question would arise as to how this expression is being used.

for a numbs r 0 =- rea sons. Ei'ir st ly, the adopt ion 0 f s ueh usage

would render the term Illo'les ll in (1) ~ol'p12~p.ly equivocal

"th 'J-J-"' • ('"" I'" .1-" ~l..:JWi respeCL ~o l~S oc~uran~e In ~). n Lurn, ~nlS ~OUI

result in agnosti~ism, somthing th~ theist seeks to avoid •

.second ly, an e qaivo(~al ac~ ount of the rat io ~o:v:m.IJ.[jis would

violate the ~homist conception of analo~y 1S a via media

betHeen uni~locity and total eql1ivocity.

':i i t h t h 8 r e j e~ t i 0 r.: 0f ":. he e ~~ I J i v0r: a 1 aDDr 0q r> h 0ne

could ask the theis~ if "tenjer 80ncernlt:\Jrl~tions univo"ally.
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Clearly, this sug~estion ~ould also have to be rej2~ted by ~he

theist; for, if he ac~epted it would ~onstitute an ex~eption

to Aquinas rule that teres cannot b9 predi2at~d o~ }od and

man univocally. In adiition, its employment would open Lte

door to anthropomorphisrr..

In vi21'J 0::' the failings 0;: nnivocii:y and equivo-:ity,

the theist would have no other alterna~ive than ~o admit that

tltender r;oncern fl is being used analogic311y. 'Tlhis amounts to

the c la im that the rat iQ com:r:unis of the term "love s" is i t.se If

analogous. mhe process has not, however, come to an end; f' 'f'Lor, lL

the expression tltender concern!1 is used 5nalogically there

must be some common core of rneanin:; present in bo~h its

instances 0:' use. Eere the ratio communis could perhaDs be
29Y ---- "

designated by "yearningf!. In vieTJJ of the inappropriateness

of either univocity or equiv02ity, the theist would be ~ompelled

to say that tl yearning" is be in~ employed 9.nalog iea lly. 'iii th th is

one finds himself adrift on a sea of analogi~al

explanations, unable to grasp the ~ommon notion that is at work
295

in the analo~ir:al use of ftlOT18Str.

?rom a ~onc9ptual noint of View the results see~

quite similsr to tt03e t,h3t steer! frorr: t1 corr:pletely e~:livocal

reajiGS of the ter~'3 usa~~. m o ~re ext2nt that cne is

incapabl~ o~ knc~in; just what it is tha~ is being co~mcnly

a::£'irmed by :-:he term Illoves " in (1) ar:d (2), ~hey :'ir:d

therr3elves facin~ the a~nostic consequences ~hat the ~heist
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is anxious to avoid. ~his result is ~learly at o1ds with

the theist's desire ~o provide an a~~ount of the divine

predicates that would not lead to an eva~uation of their

iLtelli~ible cont~Lt.

Instead of providir~ one wit~ an irsi~h~ in~o +he

r ..,tio r">orrrnur:l'c, o+' -t-ho -1- o r m ttl o '7 CJ s lt tho +-hp;c,t-,'Q "'!r">0.0lJ.....,t h.,as~-=-- v ,,",u. c ~ L ~,.~ ,'~ .:, \ --~ , J."" .u~-L.~ ~ ._. _ u~ •

resulted in an in~inite regre3s o~ analo~ical rre~nin~s and

the subsequent failure to specify, in.any determinat2 way, the

cocmon core of meanir;. The upshot of this is agn05ti~ism; for,

if one cannot ~rasp the element of similarity obtaining be~ween

the divine pr2di23te and its secular counterpart, one is

T_
1.11

therefore unable
296

pred ieate.

to deterrnine ~he

vie1,o} of this, it

rreanir:g 0:
Hould seeT. that the analogical

account of the ratio corr.munis leads to consequences that

seriously undermine the effaciousness of analogy in religious

langua ~e •

Those com~entators who are aware of the preceding

difficulties suggest that they can only be avoided by

accepting a univocal ac-::oun t , of t1-':':l r.,tio cOr'".mnr:is. ?rom '~}hat

we have seen, the theist would haqe no other al~err:a~ive ~han

to reject this p~oposal. :n 7iew of his aversion to univocity,

the theist seems ~or1e~ned ~o uph61jir~ a posi~ion that te~ar1s

the ratio co~rrunis as analo~ous; ani, in so joirg he is also

~o~mitted to acceptin~ ~he ~onsequences th1t follow from this
297

[oistion.

mhera ~an be little doubt tha~ thes c 'onse~uer~es are
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disastercus, espe~ia11y when vi0wed in r~latioD ~o ~he task that

.;"lor one believerl that the es]loyTent of analo~y

stSij fron-. a pur21y eqL:ivo-:::al sr:·::,onnt 0::' +:he divine D80.':8S. >·'ore

positively, he ~houg~t tha~ the appeal to gnalogy would ~rant

30[::.e degree of meani~g:'ulnes3 to r-'Oligious discollrse. In vial,v of

our preceding analysis it ~Dulj seem tha both of ~hes2 ~oints

are undermined by the results that stem fro~ an 3nalo~i~al

29·3
reading of the ratio ~orr.munis.

L
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80ncluding Remarks:

:hrou~htout tbis thesis we have att~~pte1 to show

that Aquinas' ~heolo~i~al errployment of analogy rests upon

an elaborate metaphysics. he have also tried to indicate what

is involved in his position and how it is related to rhe

lin;uistic enterprise of predicating names analogi~ally of Jod.

For some this metaphysical underpi~ning may constitute the

strength of the ~homist position. However, they would have to

be counted in the mi~ority, given a ~rowing tendenny to treat

such matters with suspicion. Regardless of this, the fact

still remains that if one were to adopt the £homist treat~ent

of religious language, they would still have to provide some

justification for the unjerlying metaphysics. Among other

things, one would have to demonstrate the truth of the following:

(a) that Jod is the cause of creatures and their perfections,

E-b+ t-hatcreatures- d-ot.n-sDm~wa.T---'OBaru-a-11K'eness-Uor- r ETsem15Thunce

to God, (c) that there is no effect that does not in some way

resemble its cause. The preceding is a tall order to fill and

one could expe~t much disagreement on whether it could be done.

Furthermore, the appeal to analosy has of+,en been tIa::le

in order to ;uarantee the ir.t211igibility of r9ligiol1s discourse

anj silence criticisms about its meaning~ulness. ~hile one is

free to make this move we think it crrnnot be justi~ied. If one

takes Aquinas' efforts as the paradigm in t~is ~atter, it

soon becomes apparent ~~at the appeal to 3nslogy jelivers
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far less than intended. ~or as we have seen, his discussion

of the limitations involved in ~an's natural knowled~e of

God renders his account of the divine names mu~h more

~gnostic in effect than has usually been suppos~d. Perhaps

one-:ould get around this diffi~ulty by alloVlir:g for a more

comprehensive knowleige of ~od - one that would extend to

His essence. P,"ovJ8Ver, this l,vould be at odds v.Jith what Aquinas

and much of the Thomist tradition have had to say about man's

knowledge of God.

?inally, the agnostic character of the Thomist use

of analogy in religious language has some basis in the way

in 1,I/h lch the que s t ion of the ra. t io communis is hand led 0 Sgr lier

we noted that an analogical reading of the common notion_has

the merit of avoiding univocity and its attehdent anthropomorphism.

This' is offset, hOv.lever, by a number of disadvantages which

include the problem of the infinite regress of analo~i~als and

in the analogous employment of a term. The latter consequence

seriously undermines the effectiveness of theolo~ical ~nalo~y;

f . f + r1 'f-h 1 to f ' '1 . + ( . thor, 1 one canno~ ulscern ~e e emen. 0 Slml arl~y l.e., e

ratio cOEmunis) that r~lat~s the reanin5 of ~he divine preiicate

to that of its secular counterpart, then one ~3n have no ~lear

idea of what the divine predi~~te means.
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inson, (ed), (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970), pp. 15
34.

4 Ayer, QQ. cit., pp. 153.

5 One could say that Ayer's critique of religious utteran~es was
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contributing to this shift is ~~e linguis~ic c~aracter of ~uch

of the conterrporary philos00hical enterprise. In listt o~ this,
it was perhaps inevitable that the interest in meaning, which
hascharacteic zed a good dea.lof analytical p1:iilosophy, wOl,ld
~ome to be extended into the area of religious langua~e.

6 The litere.ture in this case reflects a fTmber of diverse
interpreta:ions on ~he nature an1 functioD of religious langl1a~e.

For example, BraithHaite, in ~is work An ~~Diri~ist's View
of the Nature of 3eligi~us Langua~e, e~phasizes the ernotiQe
charac+-.2r of relLs~ous disconrse. On tte ot'r:er ran1, I.'P.
Ramsey, in rtelic;ious Langu3. ·:e, stresses U-·e lo:::ic:al oddness of
such discourse and its capac:ity to elicit a re1i~ious disclosure.
We also find I.Y. ~rombie stressing, in 'Phs Possibility-of 'P'reo
logical ,sta terr:ents, the paradoxi c:al ar,d anon:alo!Js fea t\Jf a S of
religious language.

7 Varc ia 801ish, 'Phs r.'irror of Langjda~.§., (London
versity Press, 1968), pp. 177.
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8 SAF., pp. 89.

9 For Aquinas' disc~~ssion of urlivocity and eqnivocity, see
ST., la, 13, 5; DF., 7,7 and SeG., bk. 1, chapters 32,33.

10 For his account of ur,ivocity see ST., la, 13, 5. A more ~ont-

-e~porary defi~ition of univocity would be as follows. A term
ttx t ! functions univocially in sentences (a) and (b) if "X" in
(a) signifies the sarre property as ttx lI in (b). This definition
is borrovled from .::less. see ARl'f.Ei1,. ;pp. 40.

11 Admittedly. t~is is a very si~plistic cha~acte~ization of
what is invoi~ed in Aqu~nas' conception of 30d. For a more
detailed ac'.:ount of t1;is one s~o~Jld consult ~?uestions Three and
four of Thomas' ST. There he delineates the nature of the diff
erence bebleen Jod :3.nd. ~r~atures by employin -; the categories of
form/matter, substan~e/accident, potency/act. A similar account
is also found in S~'}., Bk. 1, chapers 15-29.

12 "good It = ttgood lt as employed in
1

t!good ll as used in sentence (2).

sentence (1), ltgood It =
2

13 For Aquinas' characLerizaticn of equivocity, see 81'., la, 13,
5. There Thomas also notes that this interpretation of relig:ous
language is held by Averroes and ~·.faimonides. A reore current
rend it ion of complete e qui voc i ty would be t'" is: Term ttX" func
tions totally equivocally in sentences (a) and (b) if there is
no property which is included both in the signification of
ttXt! is (a) and in the sigrlLficatior of "X" in (b). Again, t1r.is
account is taken frat:: 30ss. See ARERL., pp. 40.

14 ST., la, 13, 5.

15 One should bear in mind that we are not concerned with ana
logical argumentation. Our interests center upon the analogical
use of the terms in religious discourse.

16 ror instance, see 8opleston,~P., pp. 87-102 and ~oss,
A~YRL., PP. 35-70.

17 3'1'., la, 13, 5. Also see "-..,,.,
~., bk. 1, ch. 32, D'., 7,5.

18 A}W., pp. 201.

19 One sho~1.1d bear in mind that the expressions "univo~~l" and
"equivocal" are be~ng 8"'pl:>yed in an unusual ~·lay. Or1inarily,
these expressions re~er to ~he se~antic ~ontent of certain
foros of lingl1i:)ti~ usa,~e. On o~~asiof-, Aq'i'nas err.ploys the'"" in
this familiar way. At other times. however. he uses the~ +0 1escrtbe
different types ~f causality. ~he'present ~on+ext is a ~ase in
point.



·20 PA., p e 86.

21 A. Kenny~ The Five Ways (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul,
1969), PP.3~-~

22 Ibid .. , p.40.

23 Ibi<!., p.40.

24 E!., p.87.

25 DP., 7,1,ad.8. Also see AOA, PP.71-72. Aquinas does not
alwaYs adhere to this divisIOn. Sometimes he offers a three
fold· division of causality: (a) Univocal, (b) Equivocal, and
(c) Analogical. On this see AOA., PP.72.

26 DP ot 7,5.

27 2!., 1a, 4,3.

28 PA., pp.92. Equivocal causes differ from univocal ones be
cause the form of the effect is not identical to the form of
its cause.

29 DP., 7,10.

30 STe; 18,4;3= This point about the existential dependence also
fo1IOws from Aquinast third argument for the existence of God. See
§.!'., 1a,2,3.

31 The "pepfections ll of creatures are to be equated with their
properties or Characteristics. On. the derivation of perfections
from God see §QQ_, Bk.I,Chej29, #2; ST.,1a,4,2;13,2.

32 A more complete treatment of this resemblence will be given
in a later section.

33 See SeG., BkeI, ch. 29,31; DP., 7,5. When employing the three
fold diViSion of causality, Aquinas' regards God's causality as
being analogous. On this see, AOA, p.72.

34 §!., 1a,3,5: §Q[.,Bk.I,ch.25.

35 !Q!., pp.72-73; ST.,1a,4,3.

36 !Q!., pp.49-50.

37 Ibi~.

38 ST.,1a,4,3. Also see !Q!.,PP.73; ST.,1a,13,2;..,7 ~ ~rl ')
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39 3~}., bk. 1, ch. 29, #2.

40 This is evijent fro~ the 'day he handles the rr.atter in 3'1'., la,
13, 5 and 3~}., bk. 1, ch. 32.

41 :')F., 7, 5.

42 8T., la, 13 , 5.

43 S'::G., bk. 1, ch. 32.

44 DTT ') l', , _._' ., c., .J...

45 One shoul~ bear iD mind that univocity also results when the
effect anr1 the cause belong to these.me genus.

46 A generi~ basis for uClivocity is also ruled out in t\:lis case,
because Aquinas insists that the likeness between creatures and
God does ~ot involve a sameness of genus.

47 In effect, this means that ThoT-as' treatment of univocity
relies upon his conception of the }od/creature relationship.

48 There are three of these metaphysi8a1 elements. The first
involves the notion that there is no ef~ect that does not bear
some degree of likeness to it's cause. The second centers
upon the idea that a causal realtionship obtains between God
and cre~tures. The third amounts to ~he clai~ that craature3
bear a reseEblence or likeness to lode

49 In effect, Thomas' handling of equivoeity ~()nstitutes a
"ritique of Averroes and Maimonides who held to an equivocal
interpreatation of the divine names.

50 ...,...,."
~, bk• 1, ch. 33, l/=3 • A1s 0 see DP., 7, 7; 3m

., 1a , 13, 5.

51 This wouLl folloll) from our earlier account of total equi
vocity. See Dote # 13.

52 S;~G., bk. 1, ch. 33, #3.

53 Ibid., #6.

54 S~G., bk. 1, ch. 34.

55 One finds references ts analogy in ST., la, 13, 5;
bk. 1, ch, 34; DP., 7, 7; JV., 2, 11;~T., 27 ard the
to the 32ntences, lib. 1, dist. 19, ~.5; a. 2.
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work includes the analogy of proportionality ~~ the 1ivision
of aualogy th3t is Gresented. ~he lat~er r.3kes no mention o~ ~~is
Eoie of aualogy. -



57 :;ajetan's critics in~lud.e !\Kclnerney and !'ondin. See PA.,
pp. 40- 51; LA., pp. 3 -.;Z3 •

58::;ajetan's classification is found in TA1\~., pp.'}-J,.q •

59 See ST., la, 13, 5, and S:;G., bk. 1, ch. 34., where Thomas
describes this mode of analogy as the analogy of ~any things to
one.

60 TAK., pp. 24-5.

61 DV., 2, 11. In view of the correspondence between the kinds
of analogy described by 8ajetan and those described by ~homas,

we sha11, on occasion adopt the terminology of ~ajetan in talking
about Aquinas' division of analogy.

62 ST., la, 13, 5. Also see DP., 7, 7.

63 Ibid.

64 Ibid.

65 Ibido

66 TAN., pp., 15. Also see ~L., pp. 155-156.

67 TAN., pp. 16. Also see DV., 21, 4, ad. 2.

68 Ibid., pp. 18. Also see VL., pp. 159.

69 Ibid., pp. 19.

70 Ibid.

71 ST., 1a , 13, 6 •

72 TiA., pp. 65. A term would be used in it's primary sense when
it is predicated of ~he primary analogate. The ter~ is e~ployed

in a secondary sense when it is predicated of th~ sec~ndgry

ana10gate.

73 AGA. , pp. 36 , II'''7,', .
74 :-.'L. , pp. 152.

75 ~ited in 3A. , pp. 18.



76 The following discussion is based upon John E. Tho~as'

analysis of the analogy of attribution. 3ee his AnaloEY an1 the
Hearliq5, of ~e 11g ious Utteran~es (an nnpubl ished do·~tora1 dis ser
tation submitted to ~he Depart~ent of Philoso hy in the }raduate
School of Arts and 3~i0nces of Dllk:e ~Tnive sity) 1964, pp.
40-41.

77 ~ajetan points to this when he says that II a narr.e that is
analogous in t~is manner does not have one definite Meanin~

common to all its p9:utial modes, L"'., to all it analo'~ates.1I

TAl\.., pp. 20.

78 The definition of the analogy of attribution is borrowed
from Ross. See TAA., pp. 70 and A~Y~L., pp. 40-41.

79 The terminology is Sajetan IS. 'Aquinas talks of this kind of
analogy in J7., 2, 11.

80 TAN., pp. 24-5.

81 Ibid., pp. 25.

82 DV., 23, 7, ad. 9 (c i ted in TM:r ., pp. 25, note /13.)

83 D7., 2, 11.

84 Another difference can be noted. The mathematical model admits
of a continuous proportion (e.g. A:B: :3:~). We do not invariably
find this feature in the non-mathematical employment of pro
portionality. The theologi~al use of proportionality is a case
in point.

8)C ~~N p 25 n~~., p. . ........ .J....

86 Ibid., pp. 26.

DTJ.,2,3.

87 Here the similarity would be one of function.

88 ARy,RL., pp. 63.

89 Ibid. This is in line with ~ajetan's observation that in
its non-mathematical use, the notion of pro~ortionality beco~es
weakened so as to only mean a si~ilarity of relations.

90 TAK., pp. 27. cf.

91 Ibid., ~p. 27.

92 TAA., pp. 92.

pp. 157.



93 'T'" r
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. 2'"' 6 r,v. '-'~ . 157. J'T 2 11pp. )-. 'c'. ~., pp. ., _'.• , ,~_ •

94 TAN., pp. 26. For Jo~n of St. ~romas, metaphorical proportion
ality cClnstit:ut.es a "sort of abuse of language." ;,'L., pp. 157.

95 This definition is a hybrij, being comprised of ele~9nts

taken from the accounts offered by Ross and J.S. Thomas. See
TAlL, pD. 119-120, _l'.....T·'RL., pp. 42, anj J.B.:. 'T'homas, QJ2. cit.,
pp. 53-4. .

96 Noticeably absent is what Sajetan calls the analo;y of in
equality (TA~., pp. 11.) Aquinas mentions this for~ of ana10;y
in his CommentarY~ll-th~Firsi-Eoot of the Sentences. There it
is called ana analogy according to bei~s and not ac~ording to
• -l- t~ "( a 1 "0 t d' t 19' r- 5 2 d 1) T+ '.lnL.en .Lon se", 0",n., is., ,~. ,a. ,a, • -us lCP-
ortance i~ the analogy theories of both Aquinas and 8ajetan is
sli~ht. 8ajetan goes so far0as to say that is constitu~es

Ita D:isuse of the term ll (TA1\T., p-p. 13), meaning by this that i+-
is ~ot a true form of analogy. Aquinas does not seerr to attach
much importance to i+-, for it:is only mentioned in the ~om~entary.

It is not to be found in the divisions of analogy that Thomas
provides in subsequent works. In view of its unicportance we
shall, in lieu of an ext~nsi7e analysis, provides the following
sur:.mary aC20unt of Lhe analogy of inequality. 'J'er:-t: "X" is used
analogously by the analogy of inequality in sentences (a) and
(b) if: (1) term "X" has exactly the sarre r~eaning in both
instances of use and (11) -:he property signified by IIX" in
(a) and (b) differs in degree OWing to some standard of compari
son. ('rhe preceding is based upon ::\oss I ac:~ount in ARY::\L., pp.
40). Clearly, this ~ode of analogy would have no role to play
in religious language, for it involves a marked degree of "ni
vocity.

97 SIT'. , la, 13, 5•

98 For 8ajetan and his followers, the analogy of one to another
is merely an instan~e of the analosy of at'ribution. ~hen seen
in t'cis \>Jay i-<: is subject to a 11 the cODditions tb3t Sajetan
cites for t~is for~ of analo~Ye The ~ost rotable of ttese is
extrinsic denomination. ls we shr.ll see, the Cajetanian approach
to the analo~y of one to another is no~ wit~out protle~. For
eXG.:nple, in Aquinas' ~a,jor theological "Jorks (i.e., s:::::r and ~IT')
we find him repeatedly claiming that n~mes are predicated o~ ~od

and creatures a~cor1ing to the a~alo~y o~ one to anot~er. At the
salLe time, he clearly gi118s the impression th3+: r.e 40':'3 r:ot- ':Ian't
such predication to be subje~t to extrinsic denomination. mhese
considerations lead one to be S lJ.spic ions of:::aj eta..--. 's .~ la irr that
the aLalo~y of one to arother can be classified as an iLs~ance

of the analo~y of aLtribution. Yore of t~is la~er.
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99 Here one sho~:ld also include the analo~y of ineCi.1Jality.

100 The most notable exponents of this view are Ross, Anderson,
Phelan and Copleston.

101 Repr sentative of t~:is position are Yondin, '.alson and Fayner.

ID2 That is, i.Jhat Aquinas calls the analo:sy of h'JO to a third,
or the analogy of Eany to one.

103 ST., la, 13, 2.

104 I bi:i.

105 \·','here ~he statement means IfJod is th9 cause o~sood.ness in
creatures".

106 ST., la, 13, 6.

107 Ibid., la, 13, 2.

108 SCG., bk. 1, ch. 34, #1.

109 DP., 7, 7.

110 This point is made by Aquinas in DP., 7, 7. There he rejects
the analogy of hJO to a third because " no thir:g precedes God.1!

111 TAN., pp. 27.
,

112 Yost notably, the S~. and SSG.

113 AGW., pp. 236. cf PA., pp. 41.

114 Ibid., pp. 237-233. cf. FA., pp. 41.

115 FA., pp. 85.

116 Specifically,

117 PA., pp. 13.

118 \~E have in rrind 3'11., B.}}., and the Comper,diu~ of ~teolos.Y.
One could also in~lude uF.

119 In 2E., 7, 7 one also finjs no rrentio~ of the analogy o~
proport ional i ty.

120 ST., la, 13, 5;

121 ADA., pp. 94.

l "'1.,

~., bk. 1, ch, 34; JP., 7, 7.
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of Aguinas, (London: }eorge Allen aLl enwin, 1933), P]. 244.
cf V.S. Olreill, "Some Remarks on the Analo~y of::;'o-] ard Creatures
i:n St. Thomas Aquir"as." in l·cediaeval Studies, voL xxiii, 1961,
pp. 207-208.

125 On occassion Aqui~as refers to t~is tUDG of analogy as ~he

analogy of two to a third. See 3~., la, 13~ 5.

126 For the sake of convenience we s~811, on occassion, re~er

to this as the Itanalogy of proportion!!.

127 S~J., bk. 1, ch.34.

128 ST., la, 13, 5.~f DP., 7, 7.

129 DP ••_ J 7, 7. :T., ch. 27.

130 ST., la, 13, 2. ~e shall fefer to this as the demaud for
substantial predication

131 Ibid. Th is demarld for substantial pred iea t ion is pI' e serted
by Aquinas as an alterna+ive to the view ttat i~terprets the
divine names relationally. In efPect, tris position claims that
when we predicate a name of 30d we do r.othing more tha~ signify
His relation to creatures.

132 In this context, the term "metapt:rsic" refers to Aquinas I

concept~on of the ~1/creature relationstip.

133 The followicg are some of the questions he entertains:
!IAre terms used of 10d and creatur,::>s univocally?" "Are terrrs used
of 10d and creatures equivonally?" "Do any 0: the terms ascribed
to God express serreto-in?, of what He is?"

134 3'1'., ,la, 13, 5. ~f. 3'11., 190,13,2; 13,9, ad, 3: S::;}., bk., 1
ch. }4, 16; DF., 7, 7.

135 The expression "theological analogy" (or"l:,heistic analogy")
refers to the specialized use that is ~aie of a~alogy w~en it is
employed to predica~e certa~n terms of bot~ maG and lode It is
r,ot ar,other r(ode or t:ype of acalo~y• .:tather, -l:hp expressier, ["'.erely
refers to the use of a certa~n form of analo~y (i.e., ~be analogy
of one to another) On religOous lan~ua~e.



136 The expression "ontological likeness" refers to a similitude
that obtains between t~ings that are si3nified by ~te aLalogous
name.

137 As we noted earlier, suet likeness is neither specific 'or
generic. ~ather, AQu~nas views it as analosi~al.

138 FA., pp. 85. 'f'ris point is !TIaie by a nur.r.ber of oth<>rcot:J(]ent
ators. See E~., pp. 355, AJW., pp. 283, Per ~rik Persson, Sacra
Doctrina: Reason and 3evelati2n i~ Aquinas, (Oxford: 3asil
3lackwell, 1970), pp. 95-6, !;.., pp. 137, Robert !"~eagher, "'Thomas.
Aquinas and Analogy: a Textual Analysis 't in The Thomist, vole
34, (April, 1970); pp. 252"

139 For e g saa :lR""RT "'A.A.• ., .............."'" ..~ ~ .,;;.! , ~ tf

140 ST., la, 13, 3. cf. DP., 7, 5; 3~J., bk. 1, ch. 30.

141 ST., la, 13, 3.

142 E.g., compare the accounts that are offered in Aal~L., pp.
JF/-IAV. , TAA., pp. 93-102, and fl., pp. 135-6, HF., pp. 351-3.

143 In effect, this constitutes his theory of meaning.

144 LA., pp. 61.

145 BE., 7, 6.

146 ST., la, 13, 1.

147 David Burrell, fl~quinas on r·Taming God H in Theological
Studies , vol. 24, 1963, pp. 194.

148 McInerny makes this po'nt about the triadic charact,er of
significaticn. See 3A., pp. 74. The identification of meaning
with the c':ncept is found in 3fT': "',\Jha t v·le mean by a word is the
concept vJe form of what the vJord signifies" (la, 13, 4).

149 LA. , pp. 54.

150 SA. , pp. 22.

151 DiT. , 4, 1.

152 Ibid,. The i~portance of conception or thou~ht in the employ
ment of names is also brou~ht out in Aqu~nast observation that
the inner word is :.r.e "efficient cause" of the ou-'-er \.Jord (Ibid.)

153 See Aquinas' introductory co~ments to sm., la, 13. cf. S"'.,
la, 13, 1; LA., pp. 54.



154 On this ~oint see Haurer's introducti0n to his translation
of Aquinas' On Being an1 Essence, (~oronto: the Pontifi~al

Institute of :v~ediaeval 3tt~dies, 1968), pp. 13.

155 For the sake of convenience, 'de shall call t;"is the res!
~odus distinction.

156 DP., 7, 5; 8C3., bk. 1, ch. 30.

157 ST., la, 13, 3.

158 Ibid.

159 Ibig,.

160 3T., la, 13, 3, ad. 1.

161 The expression "mixed perfections lt is taken fron: 110ndin
(FA., pp. 94). For Aquinas' account of this type of perfection
see ST., la, 13, 3, ad. 1.

162 PA., pp. 94. cf. A3W., pp. 377.

163 Because of this they can only be used metaphorically of God
(ST., la, 13, 3, ad. 1).

164 ST., la~ 13, ad. 1. cf S~G., bk. 1, ch. 30 where he says
It ••• by means of a name itJe express things in the ;,<Jay 'n 1,llhich
the inte11ect cone e i ve s them. It (i13)

165 He acknm'lledge that this interpretation of the modus signifi
candi is not based upon any direct textual evidence. Instead,
the interpretationwB areurgi~has been arrived at indirectly
by way of consia_ering Aquinas i -theory of signification.

166 For instance" cOf"pare t'~is aCCol1nt with TAA., PP. 93-102,
and D. Burre 11, ftnalogL§I!d Ph i losonh i.ca1 Langua:;e, (London:
Yale University Press, 1973) pp. 136="139.

167 A., pp. 135, HP., pp. 351. J. Yaritain, ~he ~egrees of Know
led~, OJew York:':;harles Scribner's .sons, 1959), pp. 227.

168 ST., la, 13, 3. DP., 7, 5.

169 Ibid.

bk. 1, ch. 30.

170 For this idea see ST., la, 4, 2; 13, 2.

171 Aquinas would add the Qualifier that trey exist i~ G01 in
a ~ore perfect or e8inent way.



172 ST. , la, 13, 3.
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174 ST. , la, 34, 7.

175 This is a very superficial sketch of an extre~ely complex
process. For a detailed account of vlnat is involved in the
knowing process see John Feifer, The Mysterv of Knowledge,
(Albany: Vagi Books, 1962).

176 For Aquinas, "phantasms" are iffiac;es that represent the
material objects perceived by the external senses.

177 ST., la, 84, 7.

178 Aquinas makes ttis point in 3'1'., la, 34, 7= lI'I'he proper
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179 '"''i' la, 84, 7..:2-.. ,

180 Ibid.

181 On this see A., pp. 135, EP. , pp. 353-4.

182 ..... 'i' la, 13, j . Our emphasis.i2=. ,

183 Ibid.

184 Ibid, ad. 3.

185 This point about likeness follovJS from the principle that
there is no effect that does not, in some way, resemble its
cause.

186 S';'., la, 4, 3, ad. 1 ; 13, 2.

187 ST., la, 6, 4. ?or Aquinas, the notion of participation is
bound up with an ontolo~i;al scale that displays a hierarchical
configuration. On t~is view thin;s are siad to participate to
a "higher" or "lovler" degree in the gi~'en perfention (e.g.,
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deter~ined by the thing's place on the ontolo~ical scale.

183 JP., 7, 4.

189 On Jod's sirq:;licity, see S"'., la, 3.

190 DF '; 7, 2; 7., 5"



191 In this case the difference is not total. ~hile ad~it~edly

imperfect, the created perfection does bear an analogical
l~keness to its divine counterpart.

192 Prima faciae this would seem to introduce a ~arked degree
of agnosticism-rnto Aquinas' ac;ount of ~he divine predicates.
The question of 3t. ~homas' agnosticism will be dis~ussed at
length in a later section.

193 DF., 7, 5; 3'1'., la, 13, 12.

194 Later, we shall have Tore to say about t~is.

195 DP., 7, 5.

196 In view of this Aquinas will-say that the modus sig~ificandi
of a ~erm must be denied (or dropped) when it is predicated
of lad.

197 Even at the cost of iEtroduc ing an agrJostic element into
his interpretation of religious language. Yore on this later.

198 The principal works of Psuedo-Dionystus are the DivinG
Names, and l'ystical ~heolo2Y. For a brief account of his teach~

ingf on the via affirmativa and the Via negativa see HP., pp.
93-Lf.

199 Ibid., pp. 94.

200 Ibid., pp. 357.

201 This has also been refered to as ~he "way of remotion" or
linegative theologyil. In the follm'Jing pages, the expressiDns
via negativa, negative way and negative theology will be used
intercbangably.

202 S:G., bk. 1, ch. 14. On t~is see also HP., PP. 347-8, ~., pp.
131-132.

203 For e.g., in denying materiality and composition of}o~l, Aquinas
would say that we achieve so~e knowleige of Jod, for ~ow we
kEO"'l that He is ne i ther 0 f th~.:E t!!.in,.;s. In employing the via
negg,tiva. Thomas \oJould be t:he first to ackno','lledge tl:at it yeilds
an imperfect knovJledge of :}od. This is becal.~se the :;Lia necsativa
does not allow for a k~ow12d~e of }od's nature.

204 S~}., bk. 1, 8h, 14, #2.

205 Ibid. eg. J-ilson, 2ler:.ents Q..f '::::hristian Fhi~osQ.Qb..Y, (re\-l
York: Double and :~o~.':pany, 1960), pp. 112. ::eneafter re~2red -1::.0
as 3-~P.



206 Such a conception would ~e one that would coincide with
(i.e., be isomorphic with) the perfection in question.

207 EOP.,p.110. The importance of negative theology in
Aquinas' handling of religious language is acknowledged bya
number of commentators. For example, see PA.,p.98 0 Burrell,
.2.E.. cit., PP o 1641 P. Sherry, "Analogy Today" in Philosophy,
vol.~, Oct.197b, p.434. In this context, Gilson1s comments
are of lnterest:

However careful one may be to stress the positive mean-
ing of the names attributed to God, one would betray the
deepest intention of Thomas Aquinas by not letting negative
theology have the last word. (EOP., p.144)

208 Admittidly, this is a fairly agnostic interpretation of tfuB
situation .. Later, in discussing Aguinas f "agnosticism", we shall
try to justify this reading.

209 A., p.136. Also see D. Burrell's, "Aquinas on Naming Godl!
in Tneological 9tudies, vol.24, 1963, P o 199.

210 Cited in A., P o 136.

211 DVo,2,1,ad.9.

212 See Thomas' introductory remarks to ST.,1a,13.

213 ST .. , 1a,13,2 ..

214 EeL. Mascall, Words And Im~e£, (New York: The Ronald Press
Co., 1957), p.103. Also see, S--' p.90.

215 §!E.G ,po 90.

216 This is the knowledge that tbe human intellect obtains of
God through the use of its cognitive powers.

2~7 While Thomas almost always balds to this point, he suggests
in STo,1a,12,11, that there may be exceptions o In certain unique
cases man can come to see the essence of God in this life. Such
an eccurrence is wholly dependent upon Godts grace, and is to be
viewed as a miracle o

218 §!o,1a,12,11.

219 ~., Bk 0 1,ch.3jBko 3,ch.47.

220 ;Q!o,10,11.

221 ST.,1a,12,12o



223 HP., pp. 393.

224 On the likeness of ~re,~ures

29; ST., la, 4, 3; 13, 2.
to Goi see bk. 1, 8h,

225 Here, Aquinas' Five Ways assu~e importan~e, for they
exemplify his point about a knowled~e of Jod's existence being
obtainable via finite trings.

226 ST., la, 12, 12. Also see bk. 1, ch. 3, #3.

227 Aquinas would add the qualifier that these perfections
exist in God in a higher or ~ore trans8endent way. On this see
3T ., la, 4, 2. -

228 Here, the adoption of the analo~y of one to anoth?r follows
from our earlier clair that this ~ode of analogy is the one that
Aquinas' t~inks most applicable to religious language.

229 These restrictions amount to the following: (1) man cannot
know the essence or nature of Jod, (11) man can only know that
God exists and that he contains the perfections of cr~atpres in
a more eminent way.

230 E. Gilson, ~he 3Dirit of ~homism, (New York: P.J. Kenedy and
Sons, 1964 ), pp. 77.

231 Ibid.

232 Thi s woul:'l be the '81ass of ter~s th3 t signify II simple per
fections".

233 Perhaps one co111:'1 yitigate t'l--is 80nseqllence by allo':.J:n?, :or
a more thorough knowledge of lod, one extend~ng to ~is nat~re

or essence. For Aquinas, su~h a knowledge is not possible.

234 3'!'., la, 13, 12.

235 This way of dealing with the problem of agnosticism is,
we think, representative of Tho~qs' position on the matter.

236 ~., pp. 136. af ~P., pp. 351.

237 Again ttis strategy can be see~ as a constitutive e18~ent in
Aquinas' thinking on relig~ous lan~ua.;e. ':::opleston's aC':,ount,
while different in terminology, is nevertheless closely akin
to Aquinas' outlook. 30th 'Pla~e a soo:1 leal of err:phasis upon 'the
i~~ortan~e of the via negativa in t~eir respective treatments of
the divine names.



238 e.g. see A., pp. 135-6.

239 ']P. , pp. 96-7.

2l.tO Ibid.

2l.t1 Ibid.

2l.t2 Ibid~

2l.t3 Ibid.

2l.t4 Ibid.

2l.t5 Ibid. , t-JD. 97._ J:

2l.t6 Ibid. , pp. 96-7.

247 Ibid. This is done by e1 imina t i_ng those elements pecul iar
to human intelligence that would not be compatible with the
divine intelligence.

248 This problem is closely akin to the one that results fro~
the denial of the modus significandi. See pp. 88 above.

249 Cited in sSP., pp. 140.

250 See F. Hayner, ttAnalogical Predication" in Journal of
Philosounz, vol. L1, J20, 1958, PP. 859.

251 For ~opleston, human intelligence constitutes the basis for
the subjective meaning of the term "intelligence"

252 AP., pp. 859.

253 Hayner raises a similar objection. See AP., pp. 859.

254 Aquinas' theory of significati~n and his obse vstions on
man's natural k~owledge of 301 provide one with another way in
which to establish the agnostic conclusion. On the one hand,
Thomas says ~~3t the mea~ ng of a ter~ ts to be identified with
the cone ept or r~ t io that the inte llect has forrr.llia ted of the
thing that is signified. On the other hand, in considering the
terms predicat~d analo~ic3.11y of }od, he a~knowledges that t~e

res sig~if-hcata of such terms trans'~ends Ol;r pm-lers of cOr1pre
hension.,1hile \'le can affirm that th~~ res sL;nifi cata of such
a term exists in }od, we ~a~not conceive of i~s nature or ~~e

way in w~ich it exists in ~im. The preceding points s~ron~~y

su~~est, we think, that ~he ~2anin~ of tho iivine prcdic~tes

is a t best. arr:bis::uous and . at. T..Jor st. llnl~n01flable.
-.J - - 7 -,. ]-



255 e.g., see ARVR1.

256 The qualifier TtJO!l.Li be 1I~.n this life".

257 Cited by Copleston irc ~., pp. 136. See also DP., 7, 5, ad 14.

258 This expression is borro~ed fro~ }ilson. See ESP., pp. 110.

259 Cited by Maritain, QQ. cit., pp. 237.

260 That is, as that'll>: ieh is unknovJn, transc end ing bot':'
human thought and speech.

261 AF., pp. 856-7.

262 AF., pp. 857. The critical point that Rayner is ~aking shall
be considered in a later section whera we examine an alternative
approach to the ratiQ com~unis of analogous terms.

263 AP., pp. 859-60.

264 For ~ayner, corr:monality is equivalent to identity. As ;"]8 srall
see, this interpretation is quite different froIT: the one offered
by the Thomists.

265 This example is a ~odified version of the one Bayner offers.
See AF., pp. 860.

266 Ibid.

267 Presumably this difference results from B F X and eFT.

268 AP., pp. 860.

269 Ibid., pp. 860-1.

270 Ibi1., pp. 861.

271 Ibi1.

272 The exact nature of t~is agnosticism shall be explained
in a later section w~ich examines the problem of the infinite
regression of analogical ~2rms.

273 Th is WO\) 11 follm·} fr-:Jill vlha t '1Je sa id a bout Imi voe i ty in note
:1 10.

274 AY., pp. 861.

275 Ibid.



276 Here we are talking of a theist who stands in the ~ho~ist

tradition.

277 In this case, ltco1r:ffion properties tt are 1.;nderstoo':1 to oe those
that ars identical with one another. Aqqinas 10es not subscribe
to the \J iew the. tthe properties or perfections of er8s. tlJ.r e s in
no way resemble the perfection of 301. If he ~ere to ad~it t~is

he lliould, in e f fee t, be laying the gro1'nd for a ~ omplete e -=tni vocal
read~ngof the divine names. As we have seen, St. ~homas thinks
that created perfections do bear an analogical likeness or
similitude to the perfection of the Creator. For e.g., he 'liould.
say that tbe goodness of man is an analogue, albeit a dim one,
to the goodness of 301. In saying t~is he would, at the same
time, insist that such resemblance does not mean that the good
ness of the former is identical with that of the latte~

278 L~., pp. 114.

279 Ibii., pp. 115.

280 Ibid., pp. 116. In tris case "commont! is equivalent to
Itidentical lt

•

282 Ibid.

283 Ibid., pp. 117.

284 Ibid. Symmetry and transitivity can be explained as follows:
the relation Fxy is symmetrical if and only if (x)(y)(Fxy ~ ?yx).
The relation Fxy is transitive if and only if (x)(y)(z) (Fxy.
Fyz) -::::::=> Fxz] • ~eference for t"his can be found in H. Kahane,
LOi'!ic and Philoso?~~y, (Belmont~ !tJads'Worth Publishing Co., 1969),
pp. 175-5.

285 EFL., pp. 386.

286 This would also apply-to Aquinas' analosy of one to another.

287 "GJA. , pp. 32-60.

288 Ibid., pp. 49- 50.

289 Ibid. , pp. 40, 50- 51.

290 A:·/"SG., pp. 65. Here, Hayner ~olJld also be "~entioned as his
hand 1 ing of arlalosy an] ~he rat io co~mllnis 1s q~~ i ~e s irr:ilar to
Pielsen's account.

291 Ibid.



292 It goe s vJ i tv'out saying the t Aquinas holds +:0 t.he v iew t~a t
the ratio co~munis of analog8us terms is itself anqlogous.

293 4YLG., pp. 65.

294 This expression is borrowed frorr J.3:. '''homas, Q1l. cit.,
pp. 125.

295 Here v.Je have Hayner's probler.". o~ the l'infinite '-regress of
of analogical explanations§lt 3e8 AP., pp. 857. mhe problem of
tae infinite regress of analogicals is also no~es by ~oss and
J.E. ~homas. See TA~., pp= 191-193; Thomas; QQ. cit; pp= 124
125, 159, and J.E. Thomas, HOn the ~1eaning of 'Analogy is
Analogical 'U in Laval Theologiqu8 et Philosonhigue, vol. XXII,
(1966), pp. 76.

296 Hayner seems to be suggesting t~is in ~is criticism of the
Thomist position. 3ee AP., pp. 357.

297 As noted earlier, the consequen~es a~ount to the following:
(1) the infinite £egress of analogicals, (11) the failure to
pinpotnt the co~mon core of meaning that is operative in the
analogical use of a terrr., (111) the inability to fix the Eeaning
of the divine predicates.

298 There is an additional problem here. Aquinas wan~ed to
adopt an ac-ount of religious utterannes that would not under
mine theological arguementation. Thus, we find him rej~cting

an equivocal reading of the divine predicates because it i~

validates such arguementation by making it: subj28t to the fa11acy
of e quiV08a t ion (3"'., la, 13, 5). Pr e suma bly, Thomas ttought
that an analogical interpre~ation of religious utterances would
prevent such an outcome. P.owever, in o~r exarr:ina~ion of the
Tho~ist account of the ratio communis we saw that it lead to
agnostic consequences. In other words, we find t~8t the ~ea~ing

of ter~s predicated analosically of Jod are at best uncertain
and at worst, unknoVJable. It '.wl;ld therefore seem that any
theological arguement w'--ich turns upon slJch terms '/lo\lld be so
arr:biguous as to be rendered inva tid. ?or some, t"'is constit.utes
one 0: the mojor problems with the theologi~al use of analo~y:

To avoid the fallacy of arr-big"i ty 'IJe rrust make sure each
terre is used in +,he sarr:e sense t"'-ro'~ghout -':r!e arglJ_ement.
'::'he olo~ i cal ar gurr:ents conta in tgr ms It s ub,j ec t to analo :;y" ,
Le., ter,::s w1'ose precise sense is unkr;O\vn to ~l:ose usic;
them. Theologians, then, can never be sure of 8void.ing
the fallacy of arr: bi.3l~ i ty in t1-:e ir argument s. mhe ir reader s
are of necessity in the sar:.e unhappy plight. So while a
theologian can propound What leok like arguments, neit~er

he nor ~is readers can possibly tell if t~ey have any force.
All theologiral reasorin~ hare below is in practice a



void fo~ uncQrtsinty.
H. Palmer, Anslo~y~London: ~acmillan, 1973), pp. :9.
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